




TRANSFORMED INTO A DRAGON! 

Through your own careless experimentation 
with powerful magic, you, Treon, have 
somehow managed to transform yourself into 
the awesome form of a gigantic golden dragon! 
Your strange new form may well provide you 
with the pore you will a4 to: defeat the evil 
Crimson Wizard, whose weird hordes of lava 
warriors even now menace the gates of your 
home city. But if you remain in your present 
form for too long, the spell that transfc 
you into a dragon may become permanent! 
What will you do? 

1) Ifyou decide to try to regain your human 
form now, so as not to risk spending the 
rest of your life as a dragon, turn to page 
145. 

2) If you decide to remain a dragon long 
enough to fight the Crimson Wizard and 
take a chance on not being able to 
become human again, turn to page 101. 

Whichever choice you make, you are sure to 
find adventure, as you are taken 
UNDER DRAGON'S WING 
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ou are about to set off on an adven- 
ture in which YOU 
dan, and face many decisions, 
YOUR choices will determine how 

heidi ‘So be careful . . . you must 

Do not read this book from beginning to end! 
Instead, as you are faced with a decision, 
follow the instructions and keep turning to the 
pages where your choices lead you until you 
come to an end. At any point, YOUR choice 
could bring success—or disaster! 
You can read UNDER DRAGON'S WING 

many times, with many different results, so if 
you make an unwise choice, go back to the 
beginning and start again! 

luck on YOUR adventure! 
In this story, you are Treon, young prince of 

the proud kingdom of Grendopolan. With your 
country besieged on all sides by the armies of 

the evil Crimson Wizard, your parents have 
sent you and your elf tutor Rynath to the far- 

off town of Trigedium for your own safety. But 
"you cannot be satisfied until you discover a 
| ay tocome to the aid of your country in its 

hour of great crisis. . 
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orn ‘You angrily trudge half-empty streets 
through the marketplace of Trigedium, 

“‘Treon, we are supposed to keep your iden- 
tity a secret,” your elven tutor, Rynath, whis- 
pers sharply. “And coming here has nothing to 
do with your bungled web spell! Your parents 
thought you would be safer here than in Bal- 
shad while our country is under attack,” she 

You glare back at her in disbelief as she con- 
tinues. 
“Your parents need all the soldiers they 

have, so they decided not to send any to guard 
you. You MUST agree to stay in disguise. With 
Your road-muddied face and rough clothes, 
you're safe as long as you don't give yourself 
away. So keep your voice down!” 
You look at the stern elf and feel your anger 

seep away. At the castle, Rynath is responsi- 
ble for teaching you. You recall with fondness 
the many stolen moments for her patient 
chess lessons tucked among your other 
jes. But when you travel, the two-hundred- 
year-oldelf also serves as your bodyguard. She 
can use her long sword, Glitteredge, with 
deadly accuracy, and keeps a cool head when 
danger threatens. 
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“I guess I should stick to reading about drag- 
‘ons and studying my lessons,” you say, obedi- 
ently lowering your voice. “Then maybe the 
next time there's trouble I can stay in Balshad 
to help out” f a 

fou move dejectedly on down the row 
shops. Then your eye is caught by a small 
booker: Stopping, you read the sign over the 

oor: 

MADAME URSULA—SPELLS, BOOKS, 
AND JEWELRY OF ANTIQUITY 

You feel a stir of excitement. Magic and old 
things always fascinate you. “I’m surprised to 
find a shop in this dumb town," you tell 

All the cn eoleved in an out-of-the-way vil- 
lage,” Rynath replies, 
“Do we dare go 
“Tdon' think a pei in these parts will rec- 

ognize you, especialy the way you look now?" 
says the elf. “Just don't give yourself away!’ 
Then she adds, chuckling, “Perhaps you can 
purchase a new web-casting spell. Your old 
web spell somehow managed to tangle the 
entire second floor of the castle for hours in 
that sticky oop.” 

‘You flush anger at Rynath’s kidding as 
she adds, “And maybe you can buy a spell to 
get back’ that purse of money you lost along 
the way. Money will be scarce till we get more 
from home.” 
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You bring ti unpleasant conversation to 8 
sudden close by pushing smil 
into the pookery ey - 
“Good morrow, young gentleman,” says a 

tall, elderly woman from behind a rack of 
scrolls, She wears a long emerald-green gown 
with a wide brown sash. “Perhaps I can inter- 
est you in a spell to solve your problems,” she 
says mysteriously. 

You feel your face begin to redden again. 
“Now even total strangers are making fun of 
mel” you exclaim, whirling around to leave. 
“No one is making fun of you,” Madam 

Ursula calls after you. “As a matter of fact, 
many people solve their problems at my book 
ery.” 

‘Your curiosity aroused, you pause and exam- 
ine the woman more closely in the dim, musty 
bookery. “What possible information of value 
could i expect to find in this out-of-the-way 
town?” you ask skeptically. 
“Do not insult knowledge if you wish to 

dance with it," Rynath says from behind y 
“Wisdom may wear strange clothes," 

Madam Ursula adds without missing a beat. 
Far from being angry, she looks at you with a 
kindly gaze. 

‘This dusty book shop is certainly the last 
place you would have looked to solve your 
problems. But somehow you feel that it's all 
right—short of revealing yourself—to confide 
in Madam Ursula. You wonder what Rynath 
will say, but she keeps silent as you speak. 
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“I don’t know if you're aware of all the 
| details of our country’s problems. But they are 

serious, and I want to help. Rampillion, the 
| Crimson Wizard, is at this very moment creat- 
" ingan army of magical lava warriors to attack 
| the royal capital of Balshad. Meanwhile, his 

army of ores and humans from Zor is invading 
_ Grendopolan’s southern border.” 

Madam Ursula nods slowly. “And how 
would you solve Grendopolan’s problems?” 
she asks. 
“Three centuries ago, Rampillion caused all 

the dragons to disappear, then vanished him- 
| self. Now that the Crimson Wizard has 

returned to menace Grendopolan once more, 
| T'd like to summon forth a dragon. A number 
| of them were formerly our allies.” 

A slow, faint smile spreads across Madam 
Ursula’s face as she listens to your explana- 
tion, "What if the dragon were to help Rampil- 
lion instead?” she asks pointedly. 
“Not all dragons are evil,” you insist. “If I 

could conjure up a friendly dragon, I’m sure it 
| would prove to be a great help against the evil 

jon.” 

friend,” the old woman says, catching her slip 
in midsentence. 
Rynath’s hand flashes to the hilt of her 

sword in alarm. No one is supposed to know 
who you are. Have you given yourself away 
somehow? 
“Perhaps King Airon and Queen Niade are 

i “A daring plan, your high—ah, my young 
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too preoccupied with the immediate threat of 
war to consider a solution such as yours,” 
Madam Ursula says smoothly, glancing 
quickly at Rynath. Then she turns and 
approaches an old chest with rusty locks. “I 
don't show these to many of my customers,” 
she says as she removes something from the 
chest, “but they may help you find the solu- 

Madam Ursula turns back toward you and 
places a small box on the countertop. Inside, 
on a velvet cushion, sits a beautiful, ornately 
carved ring. With a start, you notice that it is 
shaped likea tiny dragon. “Try it on" Madam 
Ursula urges you. 

‘You remove the small silver ring from the 
box and push it onto your finger. The wings of 
the tiny dragon fit perfectly around your fin- 
get Anyou admirethering, you aesiartled to 
feel your hand tingle. You fee! a surge of power 
you have never felt before, and you feel 
strangely excited. 
Might this ancient ring somehow 

strengthen your magical powers? you wonder. 
You can hardly keep from jumping up and 
down in expectation. 
“This book may prove of interest to you, too, 

young man,” Madam Ursula adds, handing 
You. heavy leather-bound volume edged with 

Still feeling the strange surge of power from 
the ring, you open the book and silently read 
the title page: 
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GRENDOPOLAN MANUAL OF SORCERY 
FOR SUMMONING AND REPELLING 

MAJOR DRAGONS 

For a moment, you forget all about the ring. 
After all, you don’t know if the ring really has 
any magical powers. Maybe this piconets book 
could provide a quicker source of hel 
it would enable you to summon a ap ees to 
Grendopolan to fight the evil Rampillion. 
But you wonder if an eppeineee magic-user 

would have enough control to cast such a 
Perhaps the ring is your best bet after all. 
haps it can supply you with the extra pass 
yee knvoay vet will cael 
And then you neater don't have 

much money to spare. 
“How—how much do they cost?” you ask. 
“Two hundred crowns each,” Madam Ursula 

answers. “A bargain at twice that price.” 
Quickly calculating how much you'll need 

for room and board at the inn till more money 
arrives, you decide you can buy either the ring 
or the book—but not both. 

1) Ifyou choose to buy the ring to increase 
your magical powers, turn to page 18. 

2) Ifyou decide instead to buy the book so 
youcan summon adragon tofight Ram- 
pillion, turn to page 133. 
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“We'll never get this close to the prisoners 
again,’ you reason aloud. “You're right, 
Rynath! We've got to try to rescue Erik now! 
‘We can’t hope to overpower that monster,” you 

Pet cee pooch eae ipoag ph ta rour sk lipping the 
pages. “Tell me all you iene ataa Hie exra 
fella's power” 

math holds Glitteredge ready at her side 
asshe keeps watch for other guards. “The mad 
dance caused by the bite hypnotizes all who 
watch it. Then they, too, dance until they die of 
exhaustion or become too weak to defend 
themselves against the spider's attack.” 
“Here's something about warding off the 

poison of dragons,” you say. “Maybe Ican alter 
that spell somehow to use against the taran- 

a! 
‘An arrow whizzes through the air and slams 

into the wall behind you. You duck your head 
and keep reading. 

“I think I've found something we can use!” 
you cry as another volley of arrows shatters 

ie got to get away from here fast! 
Quick! Through his door and down the 
steps!” the elf commands as she forces open 
the lock on the door with her sword. 
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“We'll be walking straight into the spider's 
mouth!” you exclaim. 
“Then your spell had better work,’ Rynath 

replies grimly. 
‘You and Rynath creep into the room and 

manage to crawl under a jailer’s table before 
the tarantella sees you. You overturn the table 
to serve as a shield, not only from the arrows 
but also from the spider, which is now advanc- 
ing toward yor dies 

antically you search for the right words to 
use in the spell as Rynath hacks at the taran- 
tella with Glitteredge. An arrow, meant for 
you, thuds into the spider, and in a frenzy of 
Tage, it smashes the table into kindling. 
Defenseless now, you stand only a few scant 

feet before the jaws of the angry creature and 
chant: 

“Let tarantella stare in vain; 
Let magic ward off deadly bite! 
Instead, let our foes dance in pain 
As giant spider leads the fight!” 

The tarantella suddenly seems to lose inter- 
est in the two of you. As a platoon of orcs rush 
down the stairs, the hairy monster turns on 
them! 
The spider sinks its stinger into the nearest 

orcs, who begin a mad dance around the 
prison chamber. As the other guards watch, 
one by one they begin to drop their weapons 
and join in the strange dance. 
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“Shield your eyes!” you call to the prisoners 
in the cells. 
“The keys are hanging there on the wall!” a 

voice shouts from one of the cells. 
“That sounds like Erik!” you cry, “Erik, it's 

me, Treon!” 
“‘Treon? How did you get—” 
“There's no time to explain that now,” you 

interrupt. “We've got to get out of here as 
quickly as possib! 
You unlock the cells of the Grendopolan pris. 

gners, who, arm, themselves with the ores 
fallen swords and ax 
“Good work, Treon!” your older brother says 

as you head for the stairs leading out of the 
dungeon, “Now that we're free and armed, I'm 
sure my men and I ean fight our way out of 
ere!" 
“T don’t think that will be necessary, Erik,” 

you say. “Most of the enemy soldiers are too— 
ah—busy to try to 
Eric looks around the chamber at the dane- 

ing ores, then laughs heartily. “Well, at least 
let me get you the best horse in the stable, 
We'll catch up with Calford in no time, and 
fou can watch us make mincemeat out of 

illion’s army!” 
“Ah—I don't think that will be necessary, 

either, Erik,” you say calmly as you hear 
Rynath chuckle. “You see, I already have a 
ride, and I think I may be seeing Calford long 
before you do.” 
‘You reach the top step and walk out into the 
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courtyard. “Erik,” you sey looking up, “I 
want Wien to meet 

“Who's Ayr—" your ee starts to say, 
then stops in midsentence to stare open- 
mouthed as the sky is suddenly filled with the 
form of the enormous golden 
Ayreayle's just a new friend happened to 

meet along the way,” you say with a grin. 

THE END 
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“Tl buy the ring,” you tell Madam Ursula 
as you feel another surge of power pulse 
through your body. Quickly you count out the 
coins. If the Zorians or the lava warriors man- 
age to break through the royal army’s 
defenses, you will have a weapon to use imme- 
diately. 
“The dragon ring fits only people of rare 

quality, my young friend,” the old woman says 
rsteriousi 

"You fip through the of the sorcery 
manual one last time, wondering if you have 
made the right choice. 
“Would you like to borrow the book tonight 

and return it to me in the morning? I'm sure I 
can trust you. 

"You look at Rynath, who wrinkles ber pale 
forehead quizzically. “You show great trust in 
total strangers, madam,” she says dubiously. 
“Your friend now possesses the dragon 

ring,” Madam Ursula replies. “I am certain 
that, one way or another, he shall meet his 
obligations.” 

‘The old woman's confident manner only 
seems to bother Rynath more, but finally, 
grudgingly, she allows you to borrow the book. 
On the way back to your inn, the Rising 

Phoenix, the elf says suspiciously, “I'd swear 
she knew who you were when we walked in, 
‘At least she does now.” 
“if you felt I was in danger, why did you let 

me go on about our country’s problems?” 
For once the elf is silent. After a long pause, 
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she continues. “Why did the old woman call 
the book a manual? It’s merely a collection of 
stories about dragons called, Famous Dragons 
From Grendopolan’s Past” 

‘You knit your brow thoughtfully but say 
.. You don't understand this remark at 

first, but gradually an idea forms in your 
mind. Can it be that the true contents of the 
book are only visible to those destined to use 
Jt? Itscems to incredible to believe, yet some- 
OW... « 
‘Your thoughts are temporarily interrupted 

by your arrival at the Rising Phoenix. Rynath 
escorts you to your room. At the door, she says, 
“T'll check on the latest reports from Balshad 
and the Zorian border. At the same time, I'll 
see if more money has arrived. Try not to cast 
any unfortunate spells from your storybook 
Ibutil return,’ she adda with a grin. 

Practically shutting the door in her face, you 
turn to settle down with the borrowed book. 
You open the heavy, yellowed volume to 
the title page. “ “Grendopolan Manual of 
Sorcery . .’”” you read aloud, your mind recall- 
ing Rynath’s apparent inability to see the real 

itle. 
Perhaps the book has had a protection spell 

placed on it. That would allow only a wizard to 
tead the true title of the book. You recall 
‘Madam Ursula’s words about the ring fitting 
“only people of rare quality.” Perhaps that's 
what she meant, you think with a burst of 

_ excitement. 
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Soon you find yourself deep in explanations 
of ancient spells and tales of strange, powerful 
dragons from Grendopolan’s fascinating past. 
‘As you turn a page, you see a picture of a 
dragon rhe somehow looks familiar—the 
dragon of your ring! 
Tonireaiithelsine pret Agpesvia aera 

dragon of the magic portals of Grendopolan. It 
tells of how Rampillion used a transformation 
spell to imprison Ayrsayle within a ring. 

‘ould this be the very ring? 
Fascinated, you read on, skimming past pas- 

sages that teil of another great dragon, the 
evil Fyrewhyp. You learn that only another 
sorcerer, one who understands the ancient 
ways, can free Ayrsayle by casting a spell. 
Perhaps the book contains the wording for 

such a spell. Growing increasingly excited, 
you read further and er what seems to 
be the spell you are looking for. But—your 
excitement cools a bit—your sister Daphal and 
your mother have warned you never to 
‘attempt spells beyond your level of experi- 
ence. Your mind reels as you weigh the risk of 
casting the spell. 

1) Ifyou think you should heed the warn- 
ing of your mother and sister and not 
risk uncertain sorcery, turn to page 25. 

2) If you choose to ignore their warning 
and try to free Ayrsayle with a spell, 
turn to page 46. 
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Once more you remember Rynath’s words of 
wisdom during one of your chess lessons. 
“Never toy with a dangerous opponent, partic- 
ularly one who might use your carelessness 
against you at a later time.” 

‘You hope desperately that your mother, 
Queen Niade, is able to sustain her magical 

wers awhile longer to keep Fyrewhyp at 
er: ‘We must checkmate Rampillion now, 
before he has a chance to recover,’ you declare 
to Daphal and Rynath. 
“A strange choice of words, Trean, but some- 

how appropriate;’ your sister replies. 
th, if Treon distracts the Crimson Wiz- 

do you think you can sneak up behind 
him without bei ig noticed?” 

“T think so,” Rynath replies, “but I don’t 
think I could wallaleto him. I'm sure he must 
have spells Bes lle to defend himself in case 
of personal attack. 

Daphal shakes her head. “While I was held 
ea nat 

Rynath squirms out of the vine ropes and 
scrambles up the slope among the cover of the 
boulders. Meanwhile, you fly to the other side 
of the forest and land beyond sight of the vol- 
cano. “It is imperative that you keep Rampil- 
ion busy, if we are to succeed,” Daphal says. 
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Your sister wrinkles her brow and concen- 
trates hard as she chants a spell. Final] ae 
says, “My detect magic spell indicates 
pillion has taken cover behind three Peaidare 
on the edge of the clearing by the sealed tun- 
nel entrance.” 
‘You rise high into the air, spot the three 

boulders, circle the clearing, and dive straight 
att the boulders, breathing fire. Rampillion is 

warding off your blasts to hurl any 
ialie best 

‘As the ring fof flames around the sorcerer 
starts to flicker out, Daphal casts a spell, and 
suddenly Rampillion’s staff glows white hot. 
He screams in pain and drops it. 
Immediately you dive at him, claws 

extended and fangs bared. Despite the 
of his magical staff, Rampillion nev- 

ertheless hurls a repelling spell that is strong 
enough to knock you out of the sky. 
As you regain oe swoo] a toa aay 

, you notice that Rynat 
through the tall grass in the eae Reach. 
ing between two rocks, she grabs the staff and 
retreats among the boulders. Without his 
staff, the Crimson Wizard loses control of the 
weird lava warriors, and they turn on him 
ruthlessly. 
The last you see of them, the rock creatures 
are marching up the slope of the volcano and 
jumping in. A scream breaks off abruptly as 
the last of the creatures jumps into Enam 
holding onto the Crimson Wizard. The evil 
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‘lowing monsters lave oretialticen sat 
they came, taking their ereator along with 

Tana aseane tern our near crash land- 
ing and discover that you are relatively 
unharmed. Now you can unite your 
powers with those of Daphal and your mother 
to defeat Fyrewhyp. As you fly off with 
Daphal and Rynath on your back, you wonder 
if you'll ever regain human form—or if you'll 
live your life as a dragon all the way to... 

THE END 
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| “Tam, after all, only an apprentice wizard,” 
"you think. “I shouldn’t compose a dangerous 

| spell without hel ipa 
‘You remember res brother Erik teased 

you into ities! off and ane making a sprite 
‘appear on le at your parents’ 
apniverany elation, They enetec tom 

ve slept right through the feast 
} ae in their honor, you recall ruefully. a 

‘Turning back to the mn manual, you 
ica history of Fyrontyy, a bugs red 
“dragon who burned several villages in Gren- 
| dopolan and killed everyone who tried to 
defend them. Finally the Emerald Wizard, 
Jalquin, a remote ancestor of yours, trap] 
Fyrewhyp inside Mount Enam, one of the five 
mountains that ring the city of Balshad. 
‘Toward the end of the chapter, you come 

/xpon spell that is supposed to summon 
ewhyp. You think it’s odd, since there was 

“no spell to call forth Ayrsayle. But the spell 
Jooks legitimate enough. 
Through the window, you see Rynath 
returning to the Rising Phoenix. You decide to 
put the book aside, but first you read the spell 
ss Head neg roel. Without thinking, you 

giving voice to the words. 

Please turn to page 46. 
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“['ve made too many mistakes with sorcery 
already,” you tell the talking ring. “I'm going 
to hope my elf friend Rynath comes to rescue 
me.” 
“Could you at least recite a counterspell to 

but at least I could escape from this place’ 
You see no harm in the tiny dragon's 

request, so you concentrate for a few 
moments, then chant: 

“Let tiny dragon be set free; 
Regain your wings and from here flee!"" 

You feel a shock pulse through your finger, 
then Ayrsayle disappears with a puff of smoke 
and a small POP! You see what looks like a 
tiny butterfly circling above your head, but 
you know it’s actually Ayrsayle. 

You look down at your bare finger. 
“T'm sorry you're so cautious, human,” the 

tiny dragon says, hovering above your head. 
“Good luck with Rampillion!” You watch as 
the tiny Ayrsayle flutters out the tower win- 

Ww. | 

You hear a key turn in the lock, and two ores 
in chain mail fling open the door. Behind them | 
stands a tall, bearded figure in bright red wiz- 
ard’s robes. 
“So you were able to free Ayrsayley” Rampil-_ 

lion says, noticing your bare finger. “Talented 
work for an inexperienced apprentice.” 
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‘The two oe guard gully ats pouraeae 

and legs together as the evil wizard goes on: 
“However, I can still use your royal wizard’s 
power to help me keep control of the portals. 
Tl just have to wear YOU on my finger 
instead of that meddling dragon!” he says 
with a laugh. 
‘Then Rampillion opens a vial of bubbling 

potion and pours it ever yout lees as he 
chants a spell in the ancient dragon language. 
You feel your arms and legs pulling around 

and touching each other behind your back, 
edie ins fall away as you feel your body 

ing. 
ine new ring to add to my collection!” 

the Crimson Wizard chortles in approval as he 
picks yout un and pubs you on bls Seapas 00 
on to the magic portals! Nothing can stop my 
cemy fron mveccmnntng: Lirectoenlaninn aa 

THE END 
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“can't help!” you cry. “I'm not even sure 
how the magic in the book works. I—I might 

make things worse!” 
‘The golden dragon looks you straight in the 

eye, shakes her mighty head sadly, then flies 
ard the burning town. You follow as fast 

as jin can, running down a lane to the edge of 
town, with Rynath dashing along behind you. 
‘The two dragons at first circle each other ten- 
tatively, then suddenly the battle is on! You 
hear great booming sounds like a gigantic 
thunderstorm. Bolts of flame light up the sky, 
and through it all the air is filled with the roar 
of terrible challenges. 

“Look!” you shout to Rynath, “Ayrsayle 
seems to be outmaneuvering Fyrewhyp. She 
seems too quick for him!” 
Rynath shakes her head. “But the red drag- 

on’s flame is more powerful. I fear the golden 
dragon cannot evade its fiery blasts for long. 
Look = The gold dragon's wing has been 

“T'm sure I wouldn't have been able to help 
with one of my spells,” you mumble miserably, 
feeling guilty. 
With no one to come to her aid, the mighty 

‘Ayrsayle is soon seriously crippled’ by 
Fyrewhyp's fiery breath. Unable to manuever, 
she can no longer avoid Fyrewhyp’s slashing 
claws and cruel fangs. In a few short 
moments, only one dragon—a red one— 
‘remains in the sky over the town. 

‘You turn and dash down the country lane, 
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watching over your shoulder as Fyrewhyp 
sets fire to the rest of Trigedium. 

“[... hope... we're able to outrun those 
flames,” you stammer between gasps for 
breath. 
“Dragons fly faster than we can ever hope to 

run,” Rynath reminds you, her face filled with 
fear. 
Suddenly a gigantic shadow blots out tig 

sun. Turning, you see Fyrewhyp sw 
down upon you, and you realize with asi 
feeling that this is surely . . 

‘THE END 
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‘You must find some way to free Daphal. You 
reread the chapter about Fyrewhyp in the 
dragon manual, then return the book to your 
shoulder pouch. Carefully you choose the 
words to cast an ancient spell you only half 
understand. You feel your ring finger begin to 
tingle. Then the tingle increases to a pulsing 
throb as you chant aloud: 

“Correct the errors of my tongue; 
Let dragon ring now come to | 
Arise from sleep where you have hung. 
Protect the realm from Fyrewhyp's strife!” 

‘You brace yourself for the familiar spinning 
sensation as Rynath covers her eyes. The 
supernatural storm swirls around you with 
breathtaking force. You feel a burning deep in 
your throat, and your shoulder blades begin to 
itch furiously. Then a clap of thunder knocks 
you senseless. 
You come to, wondering how many times 

you have lost consciousness in a single day. 
Slowly you stretch your wings and sigh a 

breath of fire into the air. 
Wings? Fire? 
‘Your eyes dart up and down your body in one 

quick movement. You see a light gold stom. 
ach, deep golden scales, and a long, graceful 
tail. . . . There's no escaping it. You have a 
dragon's body! 
‘You take a deep breath and cough. Three tall 

trees nearby go up in flames. 
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Suddenly you feel something like a mos- 

quito bite on your left foot. Peering far below 
you, you see a tiny Rynath raising her sword 
to swing a second time. 
“What have you done with my human 

friend, foul dragon?” Rynath shouts fear- 
lessly. “Return him at once, or you will feel my 
elven blade once more!” 
“Maybe someday I'll learn to make magic 

spells come out exactly the way I want them 
to" you sigh, your voice booming like a dozen | 

Rynath pauses in midswing and stares at | 
you, her eyes wide with surprise. “Treon?” the 
elf asks uncertainly. 
“How else would I know that your sword is 

called Glitteredge,” you ask, “or that you 
received the scar on your left arm when you 

careless while trying to teach me two- 
anded sword fighting?” 
Rynath lowers her sword slowly asthe truth 

sinks in. “I must say, I like our odds against 
the lava warriors much better now than I did 
belo, Doyou think you can handle that huge 

“T doubt it,” you reply. “But we don’t have 
much choice. Climb up on my back.” 
Not knowing what to expect, sous make your 

first awkward takeoff, skimming th ap ion 
a small tree with one wing. Once air 
however, you begin to feel increasing confi. 
dence. You begin to reexamine the 
your new, powerful form makes possible. 
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Daphal or Fyrewhyp? You should be able to 
rescue your sister easily now, but if you do, the 
dragon might do considerable damage in the 
meantime. If you go after Fyrewhyp, you can 
at least even the score. 

1) If you decide to rescue Daphal first, 
then go after Fyrewhyp, turn to page 

2) Ifyou decide to fight Fyrewhyp imme- 
diately, turn to page 119. 
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Rynath grabs a branch from the campfire to 
use as a torch, and as the royal warriors pre- 

to defend themselves against the charg- 
‘ores, you race toward the cave. 

Hiuddled inside the cave, you say to Rynath, 
“Do you think my counterspell that freed the 
dragon from the ring might have broken all of 

Ursula's other transformation spells, 

“Yes, I suppose that's possible, but I'm no 
| magic-user;" Rynath replies, holding the sput- 
tering torch close to the spell book as you 
search its pages. “Why do you ask?” 
“Hero itis, right-bere in the chapter on 

reversing spells!” you say excitedly. “ ‘If a wiz- 
saereaing rrelisy youay exaieul Teolien wen 
times possible to use the original magic 
himself if he rewords it correctly. 

“it's a dangerous plan, may prince!” the elf 
replies, frowning. 

tside the cave, the clanging of swords 
sounds dangerously close. 

‘A mace whistles through the air into the 
cave, knocking the manual of sorcery from 
your hands. A pair of ores, clad in black armor 
Deer iiiding baitieates, have spotted 
Rynath’s torch! 
“Reword the spell quickly, Treon!” Rynath 

yellsasshe draws Glitteredze. “We don't have 
choice!” 
e first monster charges into the cave. 

Rynath throws the torch in its face, then par- 
ries the thrust of its weapon with her sword. 
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Fortunately you have read all you need 
cast the spell. You quickly form the words: 

“Tiny dragon is now well; 
Ursula’s power shrinks away. 
‘To right her wrongs, I take her spell 
And use her magic in this fray.” 

The second orc enters the cave, forces its) 
way past Rynath and the first orc, and stands: 
over you, its battle-ax raised high. 

‘You cross your hands in the air to finish the 
spell, and your ring finger burns like a fiery 
ember. Suddenly the orcs simply disappear! 
Rynath breathes a sigh of relief and 

i stoops over and 
picks up something from the ground. “Treon, 
this proves you are no longer merely an 
apprentice wizard!” she says in awe. 

she holds up two aay rings. As. pos erento 
them, you see two leering orc 
beck up at yon. Thaigell erearliad 
You and Rynath find Calford on the field of 

battle and explain quickly what you have 
done. “If you were able to transform the Zor- 
ian general and the orc chief, too, the rest of 
the invaders might give up,” your brother 
shouts over the din of battle. 
You adjust the spell once more and hurl it 

again, this time across the battle lines. 
‘Screams of surprise and alarm from the 

enemy camp tell you the sorcery has worked, 
Calford bellows a warning of your power as a 
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wizard and throws the two ore rings across to 
the enemy as further proof. Soon the air is 
filled with the sound of the invaders fleeing 
through the desert. 

‘After a short rest, the royal army begins its 
wrious march back to Balshad. 
fell, Treon,” your brother says, “it looks as 

ityou'ré going tomake t as areal wizard after 

‘You pat your n manual, safe in your 
shoulder pouch. “Thanks to a’ certain book 
Bsus cearone Caled” you sens with « 
broad grin, 

THE END 
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“You're right, Rynath,” you admit. “Much 
as Thate to say it the the aethios entire ire city i is 
more important than 

‘You scramble down thet mountain as sr baat as 
you can. Twice you are forced to duck for cover 
to avoid patrols of lava warriors. 

‘A mile down the slope, a tongue of red fire 
licks over the rim of Mount Enam. Then you 
see the flame again, this time humdreds of feet 
above Enam, and realize it’s not the volcano, 
It’s Fyrewhyp! 

‘The huge red dragon circles the city, then 
dives from the sky with a terrible roar, It 
heads straight for Balshad’s northern watch- 
tower, the highest point of the city, 
Lookouts shoot arrows at the beast, but they 

bounce harmlessly off its tough hide. Extend 
ing its menacing claws, the dragon snaps off 
ths top of the tower ass emall child wanker 
ple a pile of blocks. 

‘As you watch in horror, Fyrewhyp rises 
above the city to renew the attack. 
“Hundreds of people will be killed,” you say 

miserably, “and all because of me!" 
But as the evil dragon plummets toward the 

castle again, you see eerie waves of emerald 
ri (nto nly surround the watchtower. 

it’s my sate 's sorcery!” you cry in relief, 
“She's cast a magic shield around the castle!” 

‘The dragon’s claws cannot penetrate the 
shield. Its flaming breath bounces off harm- 
lessly, failing to singe even an eyelash of the 
cheering archers below. 
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“My mother’s magical strength must be 
drained from repelling the lava warriors," you 
say worriedly. “This will only tire her more. 
Since we're too late to warn her about 
Fyrewhyp, we've got to free Daphal so she can 
use her magic to help Mother.” 
“And march right into the arms of the lava 

monsters?” Rynath asks, horrified. “How can 
we hope to rescue your sister?” 
“Weill think of something,” you say, hoping 

you are right, 

Please turn to page 31. 
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“We must return to Balshad,” you decide. 
“Mother is an experienced magic-user, and 
she'll know how best to use my dragon body to 
defeat Fyrewhyp.” 
Daphal and Rynath mount your powerful 

shoulders and crawl onto your neck. You man- 
age a considerably smoother takeoff this time, 
and in just a few short moments, you are cir- 
cling the royal castle. 
“Look at that huge break in the northern 
all!” your sister shouts. 

yu land a at Gistence from the castle 
walls so as not to cause the archers undue con- 
cern. Daphal climbs from your neck and hur- 
ries into the castle. Soon you see your sister 
return with your mother, who stares at you in 
astonishment. 

“I welcome all reinforcements at this point 
... uh... Treon,” the queen says, “but how 
came you by your present form?” 

‘You review the strange sequence of events in 
your mind, then explain as clearly as you can 
jow you summoned Fyrewhyp by mistake, 

then transformed yourself into a dragon. 
“Legend has it that Fyrewhyp is an accom- 

plished, ferocious fighter.” your mother com- 
ments as she inspects your scaly golden body. 
“After warding off the evil dragon this after- 
‘noon, I think I must agree with the legends. 
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However ane you fight, Fyrewhyp's expe- 
rience must surely defeat 
"What do you suggest { do, Mother?” you 

ask, 
“Daphal and I could merge our magical 

powers to cast an invisibility spell on you,” 
your mother replies. “Both our powers have 
been badly drained today, but together we 
should be able to keep you from being seen for 
the entire battle.” 
“But—but that’s not fair!” you protest. 
“Do not be bothered by that, Treon,” 

mother reassures you. “Fyrewhyp 
extremely experienced fighter. Even an invisi 
ble opponent may prove no match for it. Thi 
will only help to even the odds: 
“The red dragon approaches!" cries a soldier 

from the lookout tower. 
“You must be ruthless, Treon,” Daphal 

shouts. “Only surprise and determination 
will save our family and loyal subjects!” 
With Daphal’s help, Queen Niade utters the 

words of the invisibility spell, and slowly you 
fade from view. Taking the air and arching 
your huge unseen body high above Fyrewhyp, 
you dive for your unsuspecting foe, scoring 
it on the red dragon's neck with your first 

slashing attack. 
But when you renew the attack, Fyrewhyp 

instinctively lashes out into the air with its 
claws, belching a stream of dragonfire in all 
directions, 
“Mother was right," you think. Fyrewhyp 
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can still hear the beat of your wings, even if 
the red dragon can't see you. 

‘Your inexperience in flying and fighting 
almost enables the red dragon to slay you sev- 
eral times. Only your invisibility protects you 
from a fatal death grip. 
Finally you summon all your courage and 

pounce on Fyrewhyp’s back. You lock your 
legs securely around the huge body and try to 
protect yourself with your wings against the 
red dragon's slashing claws. After several 
Jong moments, you feel Fyrewhyp’s struggling 
begin to weaken, and the next thing you know 
you are both falling through the sky toward 
the ground below. 

‘You tear yourself free from its final clutch- 
ing grip only moments before Fyrewhyp 
crashes to the ground. Shaking with fear and 
weakened from the battle, you glide to the 
outer wall of the castle. At that moment, your 
body blinks into sight as the invisibility spell 
wears off. 
“Neither of your brothers has ever battled 

with more courage!” your mother tells you 
proudly after you land. “But we have no time 
to lose," she adds. “Some transformation 
spells can become permanent if they last too 
long. We must change you back into your 
human form as soon as possible!’ 
“But we still have to face Rampillion!” you 

“That is true, Treon,” your mother says with 
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a sigh. “I'm afraid the choice must be up to 
you.” 

1) If you decide to try to regain your 
human form now, turn to page 145. 

2) If you decide to remain a dragon long 
enough to fight Rampillion and take a 
chance on remaining a dragon forever, 
turn to page 101. 
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“T doubt if the dragon sorcery manual would 
have any spells ta stopa live volcano," you say. 
“If Rampiltion this eruption with hi 
magic, he must be the one to stop it. 

Re ee eee emerge art in to 
cough uncontrollably and rub your stinging 
eyes. Ayrsayle dives quickly and emerges 
baw the smoke, almost level with the moun- 
tain range. 

‘But now your enemies have spotted you. 
Lava warriors on the slope below point up at 
you and shake their huge fists. You see Ram- 
pillion raising his arms to cast a spell, then 
suddenly he blinks out of sight. 
“He's cast an invisibility spell!” Rynath 

cries. “He'll escape if we don’t capture him 
right away, We've got to land and go after him 
‘on foot!” 
“But without Ayreayle to protect us, we'll be 

int Hist mexcy of the lava warriors!” you cry. 
“And more of them are pouring out of the vol- 
cano every minute! They're sure to march on 
Balshad soon!” 

1) Ifyoudecide to remain with Ayrsayle to 
stop the lava warriors, even though you 

the Crimson Wizard is sure to 
escape if you do, turn to page 116. 

2) If you choose to leave the protection of 
the gold dragon to try to capture Ram- 
pillion, choose page 141. 
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“Tt burns the land from north to south 
Of all who dare its flaming lip. 
Beware the lightning of the mouth 
And the snaking tail of Fyrewhyp; ” 

you read aloud from the book. 
Before the last word is out of your mouth, a 

terrible wind blasts open the door to your _ 
room with a loud crash. You hear it howl eerily _ 
through the corridors of the Rising Phoenix, 
“What have Idone?" you shout asyouclutch _ 

the book tightly to your chest and run outside. — 
Lightning crackles through the darkened 

sky all around you. You look up and see, not — 
lightning, but a real-life Fyrewhyp swooping 
straight toward you, flames shooting out of its 
mouth. You've got to decide what to do quickly, 
or it will be too late! 

1) Ifyou decide to run for your life, turn to 
page 67. 

2) If you choose to try to find a counter _ 
spell to use against Fyrewhyp, turn to 
page 98, | 

| | 
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“There aren't enough lava warriors left to 
launch an attack on Balshad now that most of 
them are trapped inside the tunnel,” you rea- 
son, “and Rampillion certainly won't try to 
attack singlehanded. It was I who released 
Fyrewhyp through my blundering. Now I’ve 
got to protect the city from further ," you 
decide. 

“All right, if you must, Treon. I won't argue 
with your decision,” Daphal replies, “But I 
still think Rampillion presents our bigest 
danger, Leave me here, and I'll keep track of 
him until you return.” 
“Remember how dangerous he is,’ Rynath 

warns, 
‘As you glide to a landing on one of the lower 

slopes of the volcano, Daphal pats the elf’s arm 
Caesarea “You two have already rescued 
me once today, I'll make sure you shares 
to do it again” 
Daphal jumps off your back and continues. 
‘When the Crimson Wizard stops and I can 

risk trying a mind link with Mother, I'll let 
you know his location,” she says as you spread 
‘your wings. “And you be careful, too, Remem- 
ber, you still have a human mind inside that 
dragon's body, but Fyrewhyp has been using 
its body a great deal longer!” 

‘You soar high into the clouds to survey the 
—— _ the city. ee the bra of 

castle is flaming brightly and many brave 
royal warriors lie still on the battlements, you 
see that your mother’s sorcery has succeeded 
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in injuring the great red dragon. Its left wing 
is bent and crippled, and its fiery breath does 
not seem nearly as strong as it was when you 
last saw it. 
Even so, you are new at fighting with claws, 

fangs, and dragonfire. You feel your best bet i 
to take whatever advantage of Fyrewhyp's 
exhaustion you can. Diving at the great 
dragon repeatedly, you strike glancing blows, 
then fly out of reach. After half an hour of this, 
you have suffered only minor cuts, but the red 
dragon seems seriously injured and can 

signaling from the castle 
watchtower,” Rynath says. “It looks as if the 
queen wants you to pick her up. She must 

me.” 
You examine ‘your deadly opponent. 
Ae obviously wounded a ic tired, 

whyp is still crafty. The on might 
Pretend weakness, then attack when your 

ist 
‘You wait until you have once more raked the 

dragon with your claws and it has flown 
off to a safe distance to try to recover. Then you 
race toward the royal castle. Queen Niade 
stands alone on the battlements, leaning wea- 
rily on her wizard’s staff. Gently you scoop her 
up in your front claws, then soar skyward once 
more. 
Quickly Rynath’s explains how you came to 

be transformed into a dragon. “Perhaps 
you've finally discovered your calling, Treon,” 
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you mother says as the wind rushes by your 
face. “We certainly have never had a dragon 
in our family before!” 
Just then a stream of flame just misses your 

head, and you look up to see Fyrewhyp diving 
straight toward you, looking somewhat 
refreshed. You tuck your wings and roll to the 
side. The great red beast slashes the tip of 
‘your tail with its fangs. 
“Fyrewhyp has not been defeated yet!” 

Rynath cries. 
“Lure him over the mouth of Mount Enam, 

Treon,” your mother says. “Leave the rest to 
ie! 
‘You plunge for the crater of the volcano, feel- 

ing Fyrewhyp's flaming breath right behind 
you. 
You fly straight into the fiery jaws of the era- 

ter, Fyrewhyp at your tail. At the last possible 
moment before you plunge into the boiling 
lava, you swerve straight up, narrowly clear- 
ing the wall of the crater. Your move catches 
Fyrewhyp by surprise. The red dragon tries to 
swerve upward, but before it can clear the toy 
of the volcano, your mother casts a wizard I 

I. Fyrewhyp is trapped inside the Enam 
folcano! 
Your joy is short-lived as you remember 

Rampillion. You still must face him, and he 
might prove to be the more dangerous foe. 
Still, you have defeated one of your two ene- 
mies using your new dragon powers. Only one 
more to go! 
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‘As you fly back toward Balshad, you plan 
your next move. 

1) Ifyou feel confident enough of your new 
abilities to go after Rampillion on your 
own, turn to page 102. 

2) Ifyou decide to remain in Balshad until 
you have heard from Daphal, then go 
‘after Rampillion with your rested 
mother along to help, turn to page 110. 
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‘You emerge safely from the magic portal and| 
find yourselves high in the sky over the Zorian| 
border. After half an hour of flying over desert 
country, you spot several soldiers bearing the 
royal standards of Grendopolan. You recog- 
nize one of them, Larpak, as a trusted officer: 
and close friend of your brother Erik. The men 
are obviously fatigued from battle, and sev- 
eral of their uniforms are blood-stained from 

ries. 
‘he warriors leap back in terror as the 

dragon descends and lands in their midst, 
Finally Larpak recognizes you. “Prince 
Treon, is the beast friendly?” he asks, raising 
his broadsword tentatively. 
“You needn't fear the dragon, Larpak,” you 

tell him. “‘Ayrsayle is our new ally. How goes 
the battle?” 
“The Zorian army has broken through our 

lines,” the knight explains wearily. “Even 
now your brother Calford is attacking the ene- 
my’s flank with the royal cavalry as they 
march toward Balshad.” 
“What about my brother Eri 

with concern. 
Larpak hangs his head. “An ore stunned 

Erik with a rock during the fighting. They've 
taken him and many other prisoners to the 
Zorian dungeon at Lerthune. 
“Should we go to the aid of Calford in his 

attack against the invading army?” Rynath 
asks you as Ayrsayle readies her wings to fly. 
“Or should we try to rescue Erik from the 

” you ask 
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dungeon?” you reply, echoing your tutor’s 
thoughts. 

1) If you decide to help Calford, turn to} 
page 95. 

2) If you go to rescue Erik, choose page’ 
123. 
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‘You are too frightened by what has hap- 
pened to dare to try a new spell to summon 
Ayrsayle. Something might go wrong again. 
Your tongue feels frozen, but your finger is 
still on the page in the dragon book containing 
the spell that summoned Fyrewhyp. You force 

|| yourself to concentrate on rewording the origi- 
nnal spell that set the evil dragon free. 

‘The red dragon plummets toward the burn- 
ing inn, readying its dragonfire for the kill. 

‘Run, Treon!” Rynath shouts, trying to 
push you out of the way. 

“T can't!” you scream back. Fyrewhyp’s 
bloodred wings fill the sky. The gigantic 
dragon opens its jaws, and as the bright 
orange flame blazes forth, you close your eyes, 
and gathering all your courage, you chant: 

“Protect my home, my land, and me 
From lightning breath of Fyrewhyp. 
Remove this monster instantly; 
Send dragon back on homeward trip.” 

Suddenly you hear a strange crackling 
sound in the air all around you, and the wind 
howls fiercely about you. You stand unmov- 
ing, awaiting the fiery blast you are certain 
must come. 

‘After several seconds, you risk opening one 
eyelid. To your relief, you see no dragonfire in 
the sky. In fact, you see no dragon. Fyrewhyp 
has disappeared! Only the fierce, mysterious 
wind remains. 
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Before you have time to congratulate your- 
self, the howling whirlwind sucks you and 
Rynath into freezing blackness, Your ring fin- 
ger tingles uncontrollably, and wind and 
thunder crash about you in total darkness 
until you feel everything go black. 
You wake to discover yourself on a moun- 

taintop. Stuffing the dragon book into your 
shoulder youchs you look srotnd curiously 
‘You see several familiar-looking peaks, then 
the unmistakable glow of the Enam Volcano 
rising high above you. 
With a shock, you realize you are just out- 

side Balshad, Hundreds of miles from where 
you were just moments bef 
Nearby, Rynath rubs her head and heaves a 

sigh. “That was some spell for an apprentice 
wizard, Treon!” she says. “What happened? 

Confiised, you shake your head and say, 
don’t know ... unless. .. that must be it! The 
sorcery manual says that my ring is a real 
dagon trapped by Ram pillion. The counter: 

wve worked on BOTH dragons! It 
etna us to our home. . 

“But what happened to Fyrewhyp?” the elf 

Sears eerie thought. “Fyrewhyp's 
home is Mount Enam. I've saved Trigedium, 
but I've transported that evil dragon practi- 
cally outside the gates of the royal capital! We 
must warn my parents about the danger!” you 
tell Rynath. “Fyrewhyp could attack the city 
at any moment! That's just the advantage 
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po ee warriors would need to storm the 

athe two of you hurry down the gravelly 
mountain slope, crashing your way through 
tangled underbrush and stumbling over jag- 
ged rocks. Suddenly Rynath jerks you down 
quickly and jams your head into the yellow 
torch grass. 
“Something's coming over the rise,’ she 

hisses, reaching for her sword. 
Peering through the high gras, you see sev- 

eral creatures of molten lava, carrying heavy 
war spears and maces, moving among the pine 
trees, Their dark red hide gives off a dull, 

| eerie glow. Two of the monsters force a resist: 
ing human along between them. As they pass 
ess than twenty paces from your place of hid- 
ing, you suddenly recognize the prisoner. 

“{t’s my sister Daphal!” you whisper in 
shock. 
‘She must have been scouting the lava crea- 

tures when she was captured,” Rynath theo- 

Se Aiea Daplals ars sre bound behind 
her with heavy rope, her face is cool and 
unafraid. 

“I wonder why doesn’t she cast a spell to free 
herself!” Rynath whispers. 
Roce ‘must have spent :too much of her magi- 

ing to avoid cay ure,” you guess. 
“She aeat bee her magi ral P aa she 
See eee Arnon 

“those things would weaken her power, too. 
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We've got to rescue her before they take her 
back to the enemy camp.” You start to crawl 
forward cautiously. 
“Wait!” The elf grabs you. “What about 

Fyrewhyp? Unless we warn them, your par- 
ents and everyone else in Balshad will be 
caught totally uny " 

1) Ifyou think you must free your sorcerer 
sister immediately and hope there is 
still time to warn Balshad of the dan- 
ger, turn to page 150. 

2) Ewen think you must warn your par- 
ts and the people of Balshad first, 

hoping to rescue your sister later, turn 
to page 38. 
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“If my idea works it shouldn't take long,” 
you say to Calford. “Ayrsayle, wait here a few 
minutes before you leave for Balshad. Td 
rather not split up our forces, but if my idea |) 
doesn’t work, then you can go on alone while 
we try something else.” 

‘You beckon Calford to follow you. Using the 
cover of the sand dunes, you make your way 
stealthily toward a large column of orcs and 
Zorians marching toward Balshad. 
When you reach the last dune that conceals 

you from the advancing column, you whisper, 
“Keep down, Calford, but be ready to run if 
this doesn’t work!” 

‘You know the spell you are about to try is 
beyond your ability as an apprentice, but it’s 
got to be tried, whatever the danger. You creep 
tothe top of the dune, then leap to your feet, in 
Plain sight of the startled enemy soldiers, and 
chant: 

“Rampillion’s hordes, depart from here. 
Let ares and Zorians flee in fear!” 

As far as you can see, enemy soldiers drop 
their weapons where they stand. Then you 
hear shouting everywhere: “We're doomed!” 
“Outta my way! It's every man for himself!” 
“Run for your lives!” 
All about you, fear-crazed troops begin run- 

ning frantically back toward the Zorian bor- 
der. Their forms are disappearing over a 
distant dune as your brother comes up beside 
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you. “Well done, Treon! And you didn't even 
need Avrsayle's help!” 

You flush crimson as a warm glow passes 
through your entire body. “And now, on to 
Balshad!” 

Please turn to page 78. 
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“If the guards capture us, we can’t rescue _ 
anyone,” you decide, racing back up the stairs 
with Rynath close behind, When you reach 
the top, you discover two armed ores blocking 
your path. 

“It's the intruders!” you hear one guard yell 
as he hurls a mace that narrowly misses your 
ea 
“Run for it!” you shout to Rynath, In your 

mind, you send out an urgent message to Ayr- 
sayle as you dash down the hallway past an 
open window. 

You round a corner to see a pack of howling 
rock baboons cutting off your escape, The 
huge apemen wave their arms, snap their 
sharp fangs, and rush toward you. 

‘You double back around the corner, only to 
come face-to-face with the two ores. Rynath 
draws Glitteredge and goes after the 
one. You grab a torch from a nearby wall 
bracket and try to defend yourself against the 
other ore. 
Suddenly the entire outside wall of the dun- 

geon crumbles before your very eyes, and you 
see the gigantic shape of Ayrsayle! A jet of 
flame flashes over your head. The orcs and 
baboons take one look at the massive gold 
dragon and flee for their lives. 
You and Rynath climb on top of Ayrsayle’s 

back and soar up into the sky. As you circle 
overhead, you see shrieking ores and howling 
baboons everywhere. 
“We can't help Erik now,” Rynath says 
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regretfully. “Any further attempts would only 
cause the prisoners’ deaths” 
You grit your teeth in frustration. “Then we 

must return to aid Calford. After we defeat the 
Zorian army, perhaps we can trade prisoners 
of war for Erik and his men.” 

Please turn to page 95. 
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“Queen Niade and my sister Daphal are 
powerful wizards," you reason aloud. “For the 
Eme being, they will be able to defend Bal- 
shad froma magical attack. But the royal 
army isin serious trouble right now. Ayrsayle, 
take us to the Zorian border!” 
Ayrsayle spreads her huge wings, and soon 

realize you are flying straight through the 
invisible portal. Chilled to the bone, you hold 
tightly to the great dragon's nec as you jour 
= fiirough the blackuses of the magic gate: 

"What must be mere moments seem like 
hours, but pee anany bac’ emerge to find your- 
selves hovering over the scorching deserts of 
Zor. As Ayrsayle flies along the Grendopolan 
‘border, you see much evidence of great 
destruction. Several battles ey nearby. | 

ores!” Rynath cries, pointing. 
‘ve capt some of our soldiers!” 

ou shout “They must be taking them back to 
ns. jungeons’ 

“Not for long,” Ayrsayle replies. She sweeps 
ack her wings, hangs for an instant in mid- 

air, then swoops straight down at the startled 
ores, breathing fire and roaring a terrible bat- 
tle cry. 

‘The ores flee in panic, leaving their pris- 
oners behind to face what seems to be certain 
death. Soon you are at the side of the Grendo- 
polan warriors, untying their ropes and reas- 
‘suring them of their safety. 
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“The mighty Ayrsayle has returned!” you 
proclaim triumphantly. “She is here to hel 

“ithe men stare at the mighty dragon, wi 
remains motionless. Apparently 
one officer finally re 

adly, Prince Treon,” he 

Ps 
Ranmatllon has reinforced the Zorian | 

army greatly. They broke through your 
brother Calford’s line of defenses and are: 
marching on Balshad!” 
“Then we have no time to waste,” you shoals 

“We must catch up with the royal army!" 

Please turn to page 95. 
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Desperately you lunge out of the dragon- 
fire's path. Asyou hit the ground, you hear the 
water in a trough you evaporate with 
an angry hiss. Glancing back, you see the 
entire first floor of the Rising Phoenix explode 
into flame, Rynath is nowhere in sight. 
“Many for sotting te free, fooble 

human,” the red dragon roars down at you. 
quesping to your feet, you run frantically 

street, your pace slowed by the 
mary hook stil chitched to your chest. As you 
round a corner, you feel your foot slip on a 
loose cobblestone in the street. The sorcery 
manual flies from your hands as you instine- 
tively reach out to cushion your fal 
A tongue of fire licks past your head, and a 

remember a trick your brother Erik taught 
you. Suddenly you tuck your body into a ball 
and somersault beneath the cone-shaped 
flame. Feeling intense heat on your back as 
you rise once more, you rip your smoldering 
‘vest from your body and fling it aside. 

You feel your finger tingling beneath the 
dragon ring. Could its magic help you now? 
But the book’s magic brought only bad luck. 
Maybe if you get rid of the ring, too, your luck 
will change. Jerking the ring from your finger, 
‘you hurl it as far as you can, then look up to 
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see Fyrewhyp circling just above your head. 
“Humans are even bigger fools cape I 

thought,” thedragon chortle evil lly. “You held | 
saya en in your hands and tossed it away.” 

a last desperate ie to escape, you | 
duck down another back street. Your heart 
sinks in your stomach as you realize it comes 
to adead end. 
“The book might have helped you, but your 

second—and lastmistake was getting rid of 

ieteve from ee Repping wiogataa faa hogy ym its flapping wings as age 
creature settles on a nearby roof just above 
you. 
You hear laughter, mingled with the roar of 

flames from the red dragon's mouth, and as 
heat like you've never felt before envelops | 
you, you know that this is . | 

THE END | 
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bs nar was: abletniale Race Yee 
out of somethi wanted to do,” your 
mother says ruefully: "Becta TSU leat ug 
gest that you take some help along with you’ 
a human rider could offer guidance if nothing 
else.” 

“T've had the most direct experience with 
the lava creatures. I think I should be the one 
to go!” Daphal declares, her eyes shining 
brightly. 
“f have spent much of my life looking after 

the prince's safety, your highness,” Rynath 
says resolutely. “If Treon is determined to fl 
into danger, it is my responsibility to go wi 

im! 
Your mother smiles wanly and nods. 

“Believe me, faithful Rynath, Treon was get- 
ting into plenty of trouble long before you ever 
became his bodyguard. But your loyalty has 
earned you a place on this mission. You both 
shall go.” 
“Good. What's the plan?” you ask, anxious 

to get started. 
“Treon could attack the lava warriors as 

they emerge from the secret crevice of the vol- 
cano,” Daphal “The creatures won't 
be prepared, and the battle could be over 
before it really starts.” 
“But Treon’s as a dragon could best 

be used as the ding regetees Ma oi Fy, 
your mother argues. “The open plains wot 
be much easier to maneuver in than a forest, 
and the palace guards would be available to 
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help, Tsuggest that you all remain here with 
UT ecg a united front against Rampil- 

Boni breee : 

1) Ifyou agree with Daphal and think you 
should fly to the secret crevice to battle 
the lava warriors as they emerge, turn 
to page 152. 

2) Ifyou think you should remain in Bal- 
shad with your mother and the others 
to present a united front, turn to page 
129, 
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Suddenly you're overcome with anxiety, and. 
you jump up from the rocking chair. “Uh—I 
just Teme1 that I have to ask Rynath 
something!” you say. 
You move so quickly that your arm upests 

the bottle in Madam Ursula’s hand, and 
liquid spills allover her. “No, no! Not ihe 

air, and the old woman begins to fade before 
your very eyes. 

ing, you rush out into the front room 
of the bookery. Rynath draws her elven blade, 
Glitteredge, as she glances around the room. 
“Dive to the floor, Treon!” the elf shouts, hur- 
rying to your side. 
You throw yourself to the floor and hear the 

sound of metal clanging on metal. You look up 
to see Rynath dueling with an evil-looking 
ore, which has discarded its gray, hooded clr. 
ic’s robe. 

dagger. 
“Don't kill the: prince!” the tallest ore 

shouts. “We need him alive to help Madam 

Uifoe tall re binges et you wit ayaa tall orc lunges at you with its 
clawlike hands. Rynath spins away from her 
opponent, and Glitteredge flashes’ flashes through the 
air at your attacker. 
‘As the tall ore ducks under Rynath’s blade, 
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it trips over its long cleric’s robe. You grab the 
thick dragon manual off the counter and bash 
the creature on the head with it, 
But the short orc now blocks the door to the 

street. The third orc renews its attack on 
Rynath, slashing at her with its curved blade. 
“Run, Treon!” Rynath yells. Glitteredge is a 

blur of silver as the elf drives back both mon. 
sters for a moment. You throw the book at the 
short ore. 

Hoping Madam Ursula isn't waiting for you, 
you dart into the back room. No one isin sight. 
You hear the sound of quick footsteps follow. 
ing you, so you hide behind a cabinet filled 
with old books. 

‘The short ore bursts into the back room with 
the dragon book under its arm and its dagget 
held ready. You note that Rynath’s blade has 
brought home at least one wound, A red Zor 
ian army the ore 
torn cleri's robe. “What are reRampllion’ a 
diers doing here in ” you wonder. 
You look around eat 

for a weapon but see nothing useful. 
Spotting your movement, the yellow-brown 

monster advances toward you, grating its 
teeth and snarling, “Surrender now, 
Treon! You'll save yourself some pain, and 
maybe welll even spare your elf friend in es 
You were right not to trust Madam Ursula, 

and you have no intention of trusting this ugly _ 
creature. You roll suddenly underneath a_ 
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worktable, pushing chairs in front of the 
advancing orc as you roll. Slowed by the sword 
wound from Rynath, the ore can't keep up 
with you. 
Then you remember what happened to 

Madam Ursula only minutes earlier. Remov- 
ing your gloves from your belt and pulli 
them on, you grab beakers of hot, bubbling 
potions from the worktable and hurl them at 
your enemy. 
A large bottle of foul-smelling black liquid 

strikes the orc. Screaming, the creature 
‘throws its arms up as sparks shower the room. 
A series of flashes explode in brilliant shades 
of purple and blue, forcing you to shield your 
eyes. 
‘As the last burst of radiance dies, you look 

once again and see only a pile of smoldering 
clothes in a heap on the wooden floor. The orc 
is gone. 

jou hear an ore inthe front of the booke 
groan in pain to loor, then Rynat 
pushes open the drapes that separate the back 
oom from the 

you all right, Treon?” she asks anx- 
iously. “Where is Madam Ursula?” 
Toe pee eee 

ays, “t's a ead day when we have to beware 
of every cleric and shop owner we meet” 

she rises from the charred remains 
Eeinaatiperiisenn tiene hearin day 
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for jewelry, my prince” She holds out her 
hand, which has a small object in it. “Let me 
see your dragon ring Le 

‘You hold up your bee he) places 
another ring, similar in style and shape to the 
dragon ring, on the finger next to it. The band 
is formed by the arms of the sculpted figure, 
just as the wings do on the dragon ring. But 
the figure on the new ring is not a dragon. 
Instead, the face of Madam Ursula Gane uy 
at you, her last look of shock and hat 
trapped for eternity in the dark metal of the 
ring. 

After a pause to let Madam Ursula’s fate 
sink in, you tell Rynath about the Zorian uni- 
form the ore was wearing. She tells you that 
one of the other ores was wearing the badge 
and armor of the Crimson Wizard's allies, too. 
“Madam Ursula must have been in league 

with Rampillion,” Rynath says. “Obviously 
she planned to capture you, and this plan 
must be connected with the other threats to 
Grendopolan. We know she knew your real 
identity. She must have needed a royal wizard 
to somehow help Rampillion overthrow Gren- 
dopolan.” 

“If Madam Ursula could transform people 
into rings, then maybe she really did come 
from Sherinad,” you say. “And maybe this isa 
real dragon imprisoned in my ring!” You look 
down once more at the strange metal band on 
your finger. 

“It's too bad the manual of sorcery was 
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destroyed when I threw the transformation 
‘ion at that orc;” you go on, shaking your 

“Now I won't be able to summon the 
dragon of my ring, if there is one.” You stare at 

Ursula’s face in the other ring. “At 
least Madam Ursula won’t be wearing ME 
around on HER finger. And we've stopped one 
threat to our country, anyway. Now we have to 
decide what to do about the Crimson Wizard,” 
you continue. 
“Treon, remember that you're supposed to 

keep out of trouble,” your tutor says. 
“Yes . you agree slowly, "but trouble 

seems to find us anyway. We might at least go 
meet it halfway!” 

THE END 
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he ee in the sky of Balad Enam, 
with the towers ishad in sight, Mbp gure Grits! 
‘crawling out of the vex If we go t 
to Balshad, it will be like fighting a hydra. For 
every lava warrior Ayrsayle can destroy, a 
dozen will appear to take its place. 
“Ayrsayle, circle the volcano,” you continue. 

“Somehow we've got to stop this eruption!” 
‘You find it hard to breathe in the scorching 

air. Even Ayrsayle’s dragonfire seems like a 
candle flame compared to the boiling lava 
below you. 
“what do you suggest, Treon?” Rynath 

asks. 
‘As you mull over the alternatives, some- 

thing catches your eye below. “Look! There's a 
human close to the of Enam!” 

“Tt must be Rampillion! And it looks like 
he's weaving a spell of some sort!” Rynath 
shouts, 
“Rynath, we've | ted to act now! I could try to 

use magic to stop 's eruption.” You hesi- 
tate while you think carefully. “Or I might be 
able to force Rampillion to stop it.” 

1) If you choose to try sorcery to stop the 
volano’s eruption, turn to page 127. 

2) you decide to try to make Rampillion 
himself stop the eruption, turn to page 
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“We must go to Balshad,” you decide. “Ram- 
pillion is sure to strike at the capital itself to 
try to end the war quickly.” 
Spreading her wings gracefully, Ayrsayle 

soars into the sky, then plunges through the 
magic portal in midair. Freezing blackness 
surrounds ‘you, and for a long moment time 

ce disappear. 
lenly you can see again. You see the 

tama iplaspauighty royal castle with its tall look- 
st Ha ee Lesa surrounding 

cant provide seemingly strong protec- 
tion against invaders. A trace of smoke curls 
upward from the peaceful Enam Volcano, and 
signs of battle are evident outside the great 
city walls. 
“Look below—at the foot of Enam!" Rynath 

points toward the smoldering volcano. You see 
a whole troop of lava warriors marching out of 
a hidden tunnel, heading for Balshad. 
As you fly low over the volcano, a fierce rum- 

bling startles you. Immediately you are sur- 
rounded by a huge cloud of rising steam. 
‘Through it, you see the fiery glow of molten 
lava below. 
a Quickly ‘Ayrsayle flaps her mighty wings 

soars upward, out of danger. 
“This must be Rampillion’s sorcery,” 

Rynath shouts over the rumbling. “Enam has 
been inactive for centuries. The Crimson Wiz- 
ard must be using the volcano magically to 
increase his production of lava warriors.” 

‘A gust of superheated air tosses Ayrsayle 
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on of fet higher into the ar, Se 
Hing you loose. You grab for the spiny ri 
dragon's neck aa she struggles to regain 

fe balance. Below, the center sale EMCEE now 
burns bright red, and a wave of molten lava 
spills over the rim of the crater. 
“We must stop those lava warriors before 

they reach Balshad!” you say. 
“But if Enam erupts, the lava will destroy 

everything in sight,” Rynath argues, 
“Besides, the volcano spews forth more lava 
warriors every minute.” 

While you try to decide what to do next, 
turn to page 78. 
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You have no proof that Madam Ursula 
means you any harm, If you run to Rynath, 
lyou may only embarrass yourself and make 
this kindly old woman feel bad. 

‘You grit your teeth and hold out your injured 
finger. Madam Ursula carefully pours a small 
lamount of the potion onto the cloth. You see a 
strange gleam in her eyes as she wraps the 

Pca caine ua tofeela sensa- Bi youc Taper tos begin ta fol disgy an 
you try to call out to Rynath, but your mouth 
{feels like it’s full of cotton, and no sound comes 
out. 
Unable to move, you hear Madam Ursula 

say, “You will suit my well, young 
; Now I ahall finally succeed in conquer: 

Grendopolan—with your help!” And sud- 
denly everything goes black. 

‘You awake, not knowing how much time has 
passed, with your cheek on a cold stone floor 

ising slowly to your feet, you peer through a 
‘sm window and discover you are ina 
‘high tower of a large castle. Beyond the out- 
side castle walls, harsh sand bakes under a 
Bescing eon. ‘Acsingle stone pinnacle splits the 

From stories you've heard, you know you 
must be in Zor, the land of your country's 
invaders! 

ground. Your tower cell has only one door, 
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which is bolted and locked. You clutch ner- 
vously at your dragon ring. “If only I could 
fly!” you say bitterly. 
“That can be arranged,’ a small voice 

replies. You look down at your ring to see the 
tiny dragon moving its head and looking up at 
you. You feel dizzy once more, and you shake 
Your head to clear it. “I must be dreaming,” 
you say, “or that magical potion Madam 
Ursula put on my finger is making me imag- 
ine things. Rings don't talk!” 
“But dragons do!” the ring says clearly. "We 

are victims of a common enemy, young 
prince—the evil Rampillion!” 
Questions leap to your mind faster than you 

can voice them. “Do you mean Madam Ursula 
is in league with Rampillion?, Who are you? 
And how is it you can 
“Patience, Treon, and you will know every- 

thing.” the dragon interrupts. “First, Madam 
Ursula IS Rampillion! And I am Ayrsayle, 
fluardian of the magic portals of Gren 
are Twas imp! 

lly 
truth finally. sinking ia. id 
Ursula—I mean Rampillion—trap you?” 
“Three hundred years ago, I was the guard- 

ian of the magic portals of Grendopolan,” Ayr- 
sayle says. “As you may know, a magic portal 

‘a way of getting somewhere else, or some- 
time else, very quickly, even hundreds of 
miles away in minutes. Only the guardian of 
the portals may use them, except that, using 
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very advanced sorcery, a wizard of royal blood 

unabletedefend myself. By wearing meon his 
finger, the Crimson Wizard could operate the 
pace patie even though he is not of royal 

“But the plot must have failed,” you inter- 
rupt. “The portals haven't worked in three 
centuries—not since my ancestor Jalquin, the 
Emerald Wizard, disappeared.” 
“You are related to the brave Jalquin?” the 

ring asks. “It was he who saved Grendopolan 
from Rampillion’s treachery, Treon. He tried 
to save meas well just as Rampillion was com- 
Pleting his spell over me” 

ear a door slam at the bottom of the 
pres, and heavy boots begin mounting the 
oi : 
"fen what happened?” you ask hurriedly, 

wondering who's approaching your cell. 
“Jalquin transported himseif to the island 

of Sherinad, the dragon homeland, and told 
the friendly dragons what Rampillion had 
done. In the meantime, the Crimson Wizard 
tried to enlist the evil dragons to his cause. A 
terrible fight broke out between the good and 
evil dragons. Finally, rather than risk losing 
the battle, Rampillion cast a spell that 
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destroyed gaa With me on his fin- 
ger, he escay a portal to Tide das Bland oak tata the bone dalgeta 
used the last of his magical powers to seal the 
magic gateways with a hold portal spell,” Ayr- 
sayle 

1d Rampillion vanished from sight until 
a month ago,” you add as the pieces finally 
begin to fall ino place, "But why would the 
Crimson Wizard want to tré 
“Because after centuries Bim Ram- 

pillion finally discovered the spell that 
tinsealed the magic portals. But Rampillion is 
more cautious after all these years. He wanted 
a royal wizard to uphold his spell. 
"He fears Queen Niade and your sister 

Daphal too much, 60 you were the obvious 
oot fo iy .e footsteps are getting closer, and you can 
make out the harsh, guttural sounds of ores, 
(qabut Hampilion has leo grown careless 

e dragon ring says , hearing ques oriole Teast am 
Poured on your finger also reversed some of 
the spell that holds me. If T could only regain 
my normal size, [could fly us away from here. 
But Tneed your help to complete the counter 
You have to think quickly. The ores will soon 

be at your cell door, and then there will be lit- 
tle time for choices. 
Should you aid Ayrsayle in casting a coun- 

terspell? What if it backfires, as some of your 
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"sorcery has done in the past? You might be 
_ squashed by a full-sized dragon in this small 
tower cell, or you might fall hundreds of feet to 
the ground. Maybe Rynath has learned what 
happened and has already launched a rescue 
party, you think desperately, searching your 
mind for some measure of hope. 

1) If you decide to wait in the hope of 
being rescued, turn to page 26. 

2) If you choose to cast a counterspell to 
change Ayrsayle to her full size, choose 
page 105. 
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“Tye got to help,” yousay quickly. “Ayrsayle 
wouldn't have asked if she didn't need it!” 

‘You flip frantically through the book of sor- 
| cery, “Keep me posted on what’s going on,” 
you tell Rynath, 

Brilliant trails of flame light up the sky. 
“The red dragon's fiery breath seems more 
powerful than Ayrsayle's)” Rynath reports, 
‘but Ayrsayle is quicker. So far, the gold 
dragon has been able to dodge out of the way.” 

at's it!” you shout excitedly. “IfT can put 
out Fyrewhyp's dragonfire, Ayrsayle will be 

| able to outfly the red drago: 
| ...A difficult spell indeed,” Rynath protests. 

“If you make the least miscalculation, you 
might cast the spell on the wrong dragon. 
Remember the web spell.” 
“There's no choice,” you snap decisively. 
You find the chapter on dragonfire and 

locate the spell you you are looking for, Quickly 
you chant of the spell, then hold 
ur a snd watch, terrified. Suddenly 
yrewhyps f juffed out in midpuff. 

” Zeer ty iumph. 

Bair a pas Rew pyeatiag tonsa ives ly at Fyrewhyp, raking the re 
eae eaeatgh dace ihe: claws Henalash: 
ing fangs score hit after hit on the slower 
Fyrewhyp. At last, with a final death cry, the 
red dragon plummets from the sky, and in a 

- moment you feel the earth shudder from the 

| Ra chose your spell well, Treon,” Ayrsayle 

"4 
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tells you as she glides to a landing. “That 
makes twice you have saved me.” 
‘Then maybe you can help us save Grendo; 

polan,” Rynath says eagerly. 
“Did you hear news about the fighting?” 

you ask the elf. 
“A messenger arrived just before you 

started summoning dragons out of thin air,” 

ae ieee oe ae through the lines royal al 1 
your brothers, at Grendopolan's southern bor- 
der. Rampillion is now launching a full-scale 
attack on Balshad with his lava warriors.” 
“And we're stuck here in ‘Trigedium!” you 

moan. 
“Never fear, young wizard," Ayrsayle 

booms, drawing ‘ibe be to her full eight, 
“T will repay my del inning now. Clim! 
on my back. You forget that I am guardian of 
the magic portals. By entering one, we can be 
anyplace you want in minutes. But where do 
‘ou choose to go? Do we go to the aid of your 
wrothers, or do we head straight for Balshad?”” 
‘You hadn't thought that far ahead yet, but 

now you must decide: 

1) If you elect to help your brothers fight 
the Zorian invaders, turn to page 65. 

2) If you decide to travel to Balshad to 
combat the Crimson Wi 
fines le panacea page i 
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“You've had the chance to judge the danger 
from the lava warriors firsthand,” you say to 
Daphal. “We must stop the lava warriors 
before they get to Balshad. Well just have to 
hope that Mother can hold off Fyrewhyp until 
we get ther 

m, you may have to do some fancy fly. 
“And if we're thrown off 

ae ene Tyne a 8a she stoops to 
examine the low vines. ‘everywhere on 
the slope. Drawing Glitteredge, she cuts 
through the strong vines and straps Daphal 
and herself onto your back. With your com- 

Sea een pas- 
sage. He's been creating those lava warriors 

months under Balshad'’s very nose!” 
“At least now we know his plans,” you say as 

You hover in the sky over Enam. “And the 
imson Wizard certainly won't be expecting 

“Look!” Rynath cries, pointing below. 
“Dozens of those molten rock creatures are 

out of the tunnel!” 
there's not a moment tolose," Daphal says. 

| “Attack whenever you're ready, Treon: 

4 
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ee crea- 
e openi yw, your mind reels. ahead;” you remember 

Rynath telling you over and over again while 
) she was teaching you chess. “Plan several 
moves into the future, and the present will 
| take care of itself.” 

‘Veering suddenly from the lava warriors on 
the slope below, you glide instead toward the 
opening of the secret crevice. Filling your 
huge lungs to capacity, you exhale a stream of 
fire straight toward the rubble of rock cover- 
ing the tunnel. Again and again you spew 
forth your fiery breath, until finally you see 
that your plan is working. The very rock cov- 
ering the secret tunnel begins to melt, oozing 
down to seal off the opening. The lava war- 
riors are sealed inside the tunnel! 

‘You see a tall human figure in scarlet robes, 
holding a magical staff and shouting orders to 

lava warriors already outside the tunnel. 
Ignoring him, they lumber for cover as you 
turn in the air for another dive. The scarlet- 
robed figure shakes his fist and utters a curse 
| at you as he scurries to find protection for him- 

self. 
“Rampillion doesn’t look too happy,” Daphal 

says gleefully. 
“Look!” Rynath shouts. “More smoke over 
tthe castle! We'd better see how your mother is, 
faring against Fyrewhyp, or it may be too late 
to save the city!” 
“But Rampillion knows he has a fire- 
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breathing dragon on his hands now,” you 
shout, “Shouldn't we go after him while we've 
got him corne: 

Should Yous tothe ad of the leagured 
city, or should you finish off —— 
jor) x him at a disadvantage? It's up to a 
to decide. 

1) If you decide to go after Rampillion, 
turn to page 21. 

2) If, instead, you go to the aid of the city 
to battle the red dragon, turn to page 
48, 
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Ayrsayle spreads her wings and soars 
toward Balshad. As you fly, you see fallen war- 
lors and abandoned weapons scattered every- 
where. Although many are ores and Zorians, 
some of the motionless figures wear the uni- 
form of the Grendopolan 

"Tt looks like our army is doing well so far, 
but how long can it hold out against-such 

‘ou sigh. “And how much good can we 
Beers overwhelming numbers?” 

‘oolish apprentice!" Ayrsayle rumbles. “I 
thought you had read about my race! I am the 
mighty Ayrsayle, guardian dragon of the 
magic portals! Rampillion will rue the day he 
ever plotted against mel 
Soon you hear the sound of horses neighing 

and swords clanging. Looking down, you see 
hundreds of mounted warriors, led’ by your 
brother Calford. The soldiers are attacking a 
large army of ores gathered in a valley, The 
royal horsemen charge the foot soldiers, then 
ride off before they can retaliate. 
Scanning the battlefield, you spot a separate 

party of Zorian cavalry circling around behind 
the royal forces under cover from some low 
hills. The enemy has almost surrounded 
Calford’s troops! 
“Aayrsayle, those Zorians on horseback 

will—” 
“No, they won't, Treon!” the dragon replies 

crisply. Rynath and you hang on for dear life 
as the dragon dives headlong toward the 

| enemy. 
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Ayrsayle’s fiery presence causes panic 
among the Zorian cavs as her mn- pears th ehyoAa sie Parone Woe) 
great claws hurl rider after rider to the dust, 
and her enormous wings send horses stamped- 

traveling in 
call just now. for y 4 
Despite Calford’s seemingly cheerful greet- 

ing, you cannot help but notice the look of 
uustion in his eyes. 

ave bet twenty gold pieces we could 
drive the Zorians back across the border,” he 
goes on in a low voice. “But Rampillion has 
added so many soldiers and monsters to his 
army that we were simply overwhelmed by 
their numbers.” 
“Prince Calford!” shouts a knight, 

approaching hurriedly. “A courier slipped 
through the enemy's Tanks! He brought news 
from Balshad!” 

‘The courier, obviously injured, kneels beside 
Calford. With a shock, you recognize Iidrith, 
Rynath’s younger brother. Ildrith glances 
uncertainly at Ayrsayle, then reports, “My 
lord, Rampillion’s lava warriors are at the 
very gates of the royal castle! Balshad must 
receive aid soon, or it will surely fall!” 
His urgent message delivered, Ildrith sinks 

to the ground, unconscious. Only then do you 
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see the arrow stuck in his side. Rynath rushes 
to her brother's side to treat his wound. 

“Should we go to Balshad’s aid immediately, 
or should we attack the Zorians now, then fly 
to Balshad?” you ask excitedly. 
“Perhaps you can do both at once,” Calford 

replies thoughtfully. “If you could compose a 
spell to use against the Zorians, you could 
send your scaly friend here to Balshad imme- 
diately to stop the lava warriors’ 
“Perhaps I could," you murmur. “I still have 

the manual of sorcery. .. 

1) Ifyou decide to attack the Zorians, turn 
to page 60. 

2) If you decide to try to use the book of 
spells against the Zorians, turn to page 
148. 
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All around you, people are running through 
the streets in fear and confusion. As you 
search the sky for the circling dragon, you try 
to remain calm. If the book's spell brought 
Fyrewhyp to life, it must contain magic strong 
enough to defeat the red dragon. 

at did you do, Treon?” Rynath demands 
from behind you. You almost jump out of your 
skin, not realizing she was there. 
“[-I conjured up a dragon,” you explain, 

shame-faced. “I read a spell out loud without | 
realizing what I was doing. Now I've got to: 
find a spell to get rid of it before it roasts | 
everything in sight.” 

‘The street darkens under a gigantic shadow, 
and you hear an earth-shattering roar, You 
dodge bolts of flame as you zigzag across the 
open courtyard, with Rynath at your heels. 
You duck behind a cart filled with apples 

and frantically flip through the pages of the 
book. A bolt of fire shoots past the cart, singe- 
ing your hair. 

gain you see the shadow of Fyrewhyp's 
huge wings along the ground as the gigantic 
dragon climbs upward to make another pass 
at you. 

s you and the elf crouch in terror, 
Fyrewhyp swoops by again, setting fire to a 
nearby building. 
‘Once more your mind reels as you grope for 

a solution. “Do you think I could try a spell to 
free Ayrsayle from my ring to battle 
Fyrewhyp?” you ask Rynath desperately. “Or 
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should I try to reverse the original spell that 
bro penyeeye to life?” 

“Tdon't . she cries, “but whatever you 
do, you had better do it fast!" 

1) Ifyou decide to summon le from 
your ring to battle Fyrewhyp, turn to 
page 114, 

2) Ifyou try to reverse the spell that made 
Fyrewhyp appear, turn to page 5! 
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“I must retain my dragon form awhile 
longer!” you declare. 

mn, no!” your mother gasps, startled at 
your answer. 
“Mother, this whole situation is my fault!” 
‘ou hasten to explain. “But by defeatin, 

‘ewhyp—with help from you and Daphal—I 
have been able to correct some of my mistakes. 
pow the dragon book can provide a new 

to use against Rampillion—mel' 
"rou have already risked your life in battle 
trace today, ray son.” your mother says slowly. 
“Tan't that enough to ask of my youngest ld?” 
“Mother, what choice do we have?” you ask. 

“Rampillion’s lava soldiers are poised to 
attack, most of the royal army is at the Zorian 
border, and part of the outer defenses of the 
castle have been destroyed! 
“But tthe dragon spel i could become perma- 

Daphal reminds you, “You 
to live the eet of your life as a 

gO! 
“[ would rather be a brave dragon than a 

would-be wizard who starts more trouble than 
he can stop!” you say firmly. 
You can tell by looking at your mother that 

Rgesccctnatonts weakening. Her shoul- 
ders slump in resignation, but there is an 
expression of fierce pride in her eyes. 

Please turn to page 70. 
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“I've got to go after Rampillion, Mother!” 
you roar as you spread your wings and rise 
into the air after dropping off your mother and 
Rynath. “If I can defeat the Crimson Wizard, 
Tl make up for all the trouble I’ve caused!” 
“Treon, wait! Rampillion is a powerful wiz | 

ard, with many years of experience, You are | 
only a novice,” your mother shouts. “As your _ 
mother and your queen, I order you to return!’ 
“Sorry, but dragons don’t obey humans, 

you cali back. “Wish me luck!” You flap in a 
powerful, regular rhythm as you search the 
mountains that ring the capital city. Finally 
ae spot the Crimson Wizard on top of Mount 
ood. He is waving his staff in the air and 

chanting. 
When Ramplllion sees you, he stops long 

enough to shout, “So this is the cowardly 
dragon who refused to fight Fyrewhyp in a 
fair battle!” He laughs evilly and continues to 
wave his staff. 

Ee you how cowardly I am, Rampil- 
lion! oe you turn in midair 
and dive at the wizard, When gou are stillia 
hundred feet away, you breathe a bolt of drag- 
onfire straight at him. 

‘To your amazement, the flames pass right 
through Rampillion’s body! Then you see the 
form of the Crimson Wizard standing on the 
next summit. He has tricked you with an illu- 
sion of himself, a simple second-level spell! 
Enraged at being fooled, you climb back into 

the air and land on the next mountain peak, 
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claws extended. Your jaws open wide to snap 
the evil wizard in two. Instead, you find your- 
self biting into a small tree. You spit out the 
splinters and stringy bark in disgust. 
“What's the matter, young dragon—or shall 

I call you by your real name, Treon?” the 
brightly robed sorcerer calls smugly from a 
third peak, his arms folded around his magi- 
cal staff, “Do you want to do battle or not? I 
don’t have time for childish games.” 
Billowing flames and roaring a booming 

challenge, you launch into the air again. But 
‘once more you find yourself attacking an illu- 
sion. Infuriated, you attack Rampillion’s 
image again and again, until your wings ache 
and your dragonfire is only a tiny flame at'the 
back of your throat. 

“Til land on this mountain to rest,” you tell 
yourself, “I won't react to his insults until I'm 
sure Rampillion is really standing some- 
place: 

Gratefully, you clutch solid ground. You sink 
your claws into the rocky soil and take a deep 
breath. You had not realized that even drag- 
ons can become tired. Every muscle seems to 
ache as you force your body to relax. 
‘Suddenly you feel your wings begin to 

stiffen, and your legs grow sluggish and 
heavy. You try to turn your head, but you can't 

| move. In desperation, you notice the golden 
scales of your body fading to a rocky gray! 
“Poor apprentice wizard,” Rampillion 

clucks, his voice heavy with sarcasm. “So eas- 
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ily insulted ae go quickly. worn, out, a rT 
work my petrifying spell properly, I n 
my victim to be motionless and too 
resist.” 

‘The Crimson Wizard walks right up to your 
stiffened form and taps your leg with his staff. 
Itmakes a dull, hard sound, as though he were 
hitting Mount Hood itsel 
He studies the profile of your stone gon 

body and then locks down sf the now help 
city of Balshad. 

“Yes, this will make a wonderful addition to 
the skyline as I look out from the royal castle,” 
Rampillion says. “A new monument to the 
power of my sorcery—Mount Treon!” 

THE END 
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“You're my only chance to escape,” you say 
to the dragon ring. “I can’t be in much more 
trouble than I am now!” 
“You must combine your magical powers 

with mine to make the spell powerful 
enough,” e tells you. 
Mot finish trscing the words of the spell in 

the dust of the tower floor just as you hear the 
ores unlock the prison cell. Signaling the tiny 
dragon, you chant in unison: 

“Let Rampillion’s magic now rescind; 
No longer trap this dragon ring. 
‘We break the curse; now float the 
‘And take us under dragon's wing!” 

rind, 

‘You feel a tingling in your ring finger, then a 
steady pulsing that grows more powerful by 
the second. Finally the tiny dragon that is 
Ayrsayle raises his wings and flies right off 

| your finger. 
‘You take a wooden bench from the floor of 

your cell and barricade the door to try to keep 
out the guards. The guards push rh the 

| barricade and enter the cell. One orc slashes 
at you with a curved scimitar, while the other 
‘advances toward you with a menacing battle- 
ax. 

‘You risk a quick glance back at Ayrsayle to 
‘see that the n is growing at a fantastic 
}rate. Quickly you duck between her legs to 
avoid being 

e ores retreat down the stairs as 
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blocks of stone hurtle down around you, a 
ou scream in terror as you plunge earthward. 

‘Ayrsayle’s great bulk has destroyed the 
er—and taken you along with it! 

All at once you feel powerful claws grab you 
i iyle, her Cape scales gleam- 

fj pola you safely in her grip. 
ou watch the fragments of the tower crash- 
down to the castle floor below, sending 
‘led orcs and humans stumbling in confu- 

ion, 
“You have freed me from the curse of the 

ring, I am greatly in your debt,” the huge 
dragon booms. “How may [help you in return, 

“You've gotten off to an awfully good start 
now by saving me from certain death,” 

“But if you can, help me to return to 
dium to find Rynath. She'll know how 

best to use your power.” 
“No sooner said than done, Treon. We can 

says. 
e flies straight toward the stone pinnacle 

icking up from the desert. When it seems as 
you surely must crash into it, you simply 

disappear into thin air. After several moments 
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pear high in the air directly over Trigedium, 
You land on the outskirts of the city and 

hurry through the streets as the golden 
dragon crisscrosses in the air above you. Sto 
ping at the Inn of the Rising Phoenix, yo 
recruit a group of royal soldiers and lead them 
to Madam Ursula’s bookery. 
Bursting into the book shop with sword 

held ready, the warriors find only Rynath, tied 
up in the back room. 
“What happened?" you ask the elf, checking} 

your tutor for injuries as you quickly unti 
her. 
“When I came back here to check on yo 

came to, Where did you go?” 
wound up in 

es did you at Gay 
may T suspect," 

“At feast athe how got back’here’ 
Rynath’s face looks blank, Quickly youl} 

explain about Madam Ursula’s true identity | 
and your summoning of Ayrsayle. After you} 
finish telling your story, you search the book- | 
ery for the manual of sorcery and discover it | 
on the counter where you left it. Unless yo | 
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front of you in a field by the road. You intro- 
duce the elf and the dragon to each other and 
explain to Ayrsayle what happened at the 
‘book 
“And there was no sign of the Crimson Wiz- 

ard?” Ayrsayle sighs, disappointed. “Then 
‘once more he has escaped my revenge, after 
all these years!” 

“You'll get your chance if Ihave anything to 
do about it!” you say determinedly. “You can 
help us track down the Crimson Wizard, As I 
see it, he’s probably in one of two places, He 
might be with his army of lava warriors pre- 
paring to attack our capital, Balshad. Or he 
might have gone to the Zorian front to lead his 
army of orcs and human mercenaries against 

J the royal army.” 
Flames roar from Ayrsayle’s mouth, and her 

eyes gleam fiercely. “Climb up on my back, 
both of you! We have a score to settle with that 
evil wizard! Where shall I take you, Treon?” 

1) Ifyou think Rampillion joined his lava 
warriors at Balshad, turn to page 79. 

2) Ifyou think the Crimson Wizard went 
to the Zorian battlefront, turn to page 
52. 
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“We must wait for Daphal to contact us,” 
thre mother sighs. “ eo max from "J 

ance use a great magical power, I 
hope Rampillion doesn’t detect her sorcery.” 

‘Now that we've defeated Fyrewhyp, are we 
Just going to sit around?” you fume. | 
“Even dragons need rest, Treon,” your | 

mother says gently. | 
“Hmmmft” you snort. But soon your | 

castle walls and fall into a deep sleep. 
You don't know how long you've slept when 

you feel Rynath prodding you awake. Immedi- 
ately Rynath straps two special dragon sad- 
dies to your 

“I finally heard from Daphal,” your mother 
says. “She trailed Rampillion through a tun- 
nel inside Mount Hood. He is now out of the 
tunnel and escaping through the forest on the 
other side. Daphal told me that much, but 
then her thought ended suddenly in midsen- 
tence. I fear’ the Grimson! Wizard taay hava 
discovered her!” 
Rynath climbs into one saddle, then 

stretches out a hand to Queen Niade, who 
holds her magical staff in one hand. “Quickly, 
‘Treon! Your sister may be in great danger!" 
your mother 
In the pale moonlight, you fly over the ring 

of mountains i cir- 
cle Mount Hood several times, Your mother 
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moves her staff through the air slowly, chant- 
inga detect magic spell. Suddenly she stiffens, 
as though listening to something. 

“T have located Daphal,” she says finally, 
sighing with relief. “She is unhurt, but Iseem 

detect she can’t move. Rampillion must 
have discovered her and frozen her with a 
spell. I feel it must be merely a temporary 
spell, because the wizard was in a weakened 
condition himself. The sorcery will probably 
wear off in minutes.” 
Looking down, you spot Daphal’s unmoving 

body. But then you notice something else— a 
scrap of telltale red cloth hanging from a bush 
about a hundred feet from your sister. Sud- 
denly you spot movement in the pine trees. 
“Pye located Rampillion!” you announce. 

“It’s time to smoke out the evil wizard!" 
‘You dive to treetop level and shower the for- 

est with dragonfire as your mother casts a 
shield spell around Daphal to protect her. You 
bank against the night breeze and breathe 
more flames over the wooded section where 
‘you saw the scrap of crimson robe. 
Allat once, Rampillion, coughing uncontrol- 

lably, stumbles out of the burning forest, beat- 
ing out his smoking clothes and singed beard. 
“Now it’s time to cast a freezing spell!” The 

‘queen weaves her arms and chants the inean- 
tation, paralyzing the Crimson Wizard where 
he stands. A wisp of smoke trails up behind 
him as his sorcerer’s hat crumbles into ashes. 
Swiftly swooping down and plucking him 
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from the mountainside, you head for Balshad, 
with Daphal in one claw and a motionless 
Rampillion in the other. You land gently in the 
courtyard of the royal city, where royal guards 
lock the frozen wizard in the strongest dun- 
eon in the castle. Your mother tends to 
‘aphal, and soon your sister is free of the spell 
“4 fa her. 

le of the city rejoice Fyrewhyp's 
ae at and Rampillion’s capture with a huge 
celebration. Stretched out on the ramparts of 
the outer wall of the castle, you receive choice 
food and lavish praise. 
But some time later, after restudying trans- 

formation magic and trying several counter- 
spells, your mother has bad news for you. 

‘I'm afraid we waited too long, ‘Treon,” she 
tells you sadly. ‘ “looks as if you've become a 

permanently: 
obs dragon for the rest of my life?” you 
ask, shocked. For a moment, you want to 
crawl into a dark cave and never come out 
again. Then you remember the thrill of soar- 
ing through the clouds and the cheering of the 
People proclaiming you “Hero of Balshad!’ 

‘suppose ive to get to 
self?’ you say. “Perhaps being the only dragon 
in the country is better than being the fifth 
child of its rulers and its most unlucky 
‘apprentice 

THE END 
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High above, you see Fyrewhyp circling 
among the clouds. Then suddenly the huge 
dragon dips sharply and dives straight at you. 
_g@tickly you hold up yourring tothe sun and 

“Let ancient magic of this tale | 
No longer trap in dragon ring. ; 
Tbreak the curse. Now fly, Ayrsayle, 
And take me under dragon's wing.” 

Just as you finish, Fyrewhyp unleashes a 
huge jet of flame straight toward you and _ 
Rynath. You close your eyes, expecting the ~ 
worst. | 
But instead of searing heat against your — 

face, you feel only cool air and the pleasant _ 
sensation of being gently cradled. : 
You open your eyes to see yourself sur- — 

rounded by mist. You fear the worst, until sud- 
denly the mist clears, and you realize you are 
emerging from a cloud bank. Looking up in 
astonishment, you see an enormous gold- 
sealed dragon holding you and Rynath 
securely in its claws. 
“How did we get up here?” you shout in sur- 
rise. 

Pr*Unless I am mistaken, your former ring 
saved us," Rynath replies. 
“FORMER ring?” you cry. You glance at _ 

your ring finger, now bare. | 
“You are safe with me, Treon;” the huge 

dragon thunders. “But why did you summon. 
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forth Fyrewhyp’ 
race a bad name” 

‘As the great golden dragon glides to a land- 
ing, you realize with a shock that she is the 
same dragon who was held captive in your 
ring. You can hardly believe your magic set 
her free. 
“Did—did I really summon you to life?” you 

ask Ayrsayle timidly. 
She drops you lightly on your feet and then 

soars skyward. “Yes, young wizard. You have 
freed me from Rampiilion’s curse. In return, I 
go now to battle Fyrewhyp.” The dragon cir- 
cles majestically above Bore oe “Twould welcome 
your help, young wizard. Fyrewhyp isa pow- 
erful fe by and be prepared to use 
what magic you can.” 
‘You hadn't really expected this. Could you, a 

mere apprentice magic-user, reaily be of help 
to the mighty Ayreayle? So i you seem to 

His type of dragon gives my 

have done more harm 

1) Ifyou think you should leave the battle 
to the two dragons, turn to page 29. 

2) Ifyou decide to search in your manual 
of soreery for a spell to help Ayrsayle 
against Fyrewhyp, turn to page 89, 
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Pall py Ayesy lot! you vel tis ona 
tain slope looms 

‘What about Rampilion? ya Rynath shouts. 
“P'm not powerful eno 

reply, shaking your head, haven athe 
weakened condition.” 
You realize you have let the worst enemy 

your country has ever had slip away. Now you 
must concentrate on stopping the erupting 
volcano and the lava warriors. } 
Ayrsayle banks sharply to avoid another 

shower of rock missiles from the lava mon- 
sters below. 
“Ayrsayle, you said the magic portals work 

to change time as well as place. Open the 
magic portal to prehistoric times,” you tell the 
dragon. 
A curtain of rainbows covers the top of the 

voleano, The molten lava and fierce lava war- 
riors disappear, leaving the volcano in a calm, 
quiet state. 
“What happened?” Rynath 
“We sent the lava warriors marching 

straight into the past! With any luck, the dino- 
saurs will take care of them!" | 
You fly back to Balshad to help the royal 

army against the remaining attackers, With- 
out Rampillion’s leadership, the lava warriors 
flee in terror before Ayrsayle’s mighty | 

ina 

strength. 
You land, weary but victorious, outside the 

city gates to face the cheering crowd. Your 
mother steps forward, smiling broadly. 
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“Don’t become too relaxed in your moment 
of triumph," Ayrsayle warns her. “Somewhere 
a powerful nurses a grudge against 
you. Sooner or later, Rampillion will return 
seeking revenge!” 
“We will be prepared,” your mother says 

calmly, glancing your way. 
Something about the way she says it puzzles 

you. “We?” you repeat, wondering at her 

“Yes, my son," she goes on, smiling proudl 
“Stody the manual of sxrcery well, abd hava 
the feeling I shall not be Grendopolan’s reign- 
ing wizard for long!” 

THE END 
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“Pye finally got enough power to correct the 
mistakes I've made,” you tell Rynath. “Now 
T'm going to do something about it!” Thrilled 
at the strength of your powerful new body, you 

Aa aie rronath enough, without wisd “But is strength enough, without wisdom to 
guide it?” Rynath cautions, 

Ignoring Rynath’s question, you scan the 
skies for the winged menace you are responsi- 
ble for bringing here. 
Nearing Balshad, evidence of Fyrewhyp's 

presence isn’t difficult Deere ‘The walls of the 
castle are ablaze in several places. Apparently 
the queen's magic has repelled the beast from 
the city itself, but Fyrewhyp is now making a 
shambles of Balshad’s outer defenses. 
You fly straight at Fyrewhyp, roaring a chal- 

lenge at the top of your lungs. Warned by your 
cry, the enormous dragon rolls in midair and 
manages to escape your first stream of fiery 
breath. 
Again you dive at your enemy, but this time 

you barely avoid crashing into the burning 
castle walls. Your human brain still doesn’t 
know how to control your gigantic wings, and 
once more Fyrewhyp escapes you. 
Sensing your clumsiness, time and again 

the red dragon rakes you with its claws and 
fangs while dodging your awkward attempts 
to defend yourself. 
Finally, in a furious attack, the red dragon's 

wing knocks Rynath from your back. Fighting 
back the pain of your wounds, you swoop down 
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to catch your friend, but as you do, you expose 
your defenseless back to Fyrewhyp. It is all 
the opportunity the evil monster needs. 
As you pluck the elf from the air, you feel 

Fyrewhyp’s talons dig deep into your back, 
‘You have made your last mistake. And, unlike 
your other mistakes, you won't get any more 
chances this time. .. . 

THE END 
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“I guess I'd better not risk using the spell 
book,” you say reluctantly. “It might backfire 
and cause more trouble.” 
You and Rynath hurry into the small cave. 

Rynath takes position by the opening, to keep 
e on how the battle is progressin, 

*‘Calford's men seem to be holding their own, 
Rynath says, staring out the opening. Then 
she sucks in her breath and says, “Uh-oh! 
Guess who just arrived?” 
“Who?” you whisper as you move to her 

side, Your ring finger begins to tingle. 
ell, well. The young prince does turn up 

in the most unexpected places,” says a sinister 
voice. “Come out and meet the mighty Ram- 
pillion face-to-face!” 

Panic-stricken, you hesitate as you try des- 
Perately to come up with some Kind of plan. 

e evil wizard grows impatient, raises his 
imapical taf and chants aepell. Mnrediate 
rocks begin to crash down all around you as 
the top of the cave crumbles down on you. 
“Coughing and sputtering, you and Rynath 
jetumble out of the cave before you are buried 
alive. 
A tall, bearded figure stands before you, 

laughing evilly. Then his face hardens to a 
maak of cruelty. “You as caused me much 

le, young illion’s eyes. 
tothe spell Renee “How 
thoughtful! You have brought me my favorite 

vette Crimson Wizard snaps his fingers, and 
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you feel the manual of sorcery Jaap Scenery 
fingers and fly into his hands. “This will be 
useful in disposing of your dragon friend! Ayr- 
sayle was able to save you before, but this 
time none of you will escape!” 
His eyes glow evilly as he weaves his hands, 

chants a string of magic, then points his fin- 
gers straight at you. You feel your body begin: 
to shrink. You call desperately to Rynath for 
help, but your elven tutor is shrinking alon; 
with you. In a few terrifying moments, yo 
find yourself nothing more than a decorati' 
bauble on the finger of your archenemy. 

THE END 
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“Calford’s mounted troops should be able to 
e by themselves for a while,’ you say 

“We should be able to rescue Erik and return 
i iseie ie roy ataeneg witiin aay: On bo Lax? 
thune, Ayrsayle!” 

‘You fly across the blazing desert sky until 
youtspot the low, sandstone fortress of Rampil- 
ion on the edge of the Zorian city. Ayrsayle 
Sesstd in w/smell, rocky valley to avoid berag 

“Most dungeons have several different 
underground levels,” Rynath says, “If we 
jattack with Ayrsayle, the Crimson Wizard’s 

may have time to kill the prisoners 
fore wo can reseve them.” 
“How do we get guarded city gates 

ito get to Erik's ell then?” you ask. 
“'Tdidn’t give you lessons in avoiding detec: 

tion all these years for nothing, Treon:" the elf 
chides you. “Ayrsayle will have to stay behind 
jand keep out of sight.” 

can keep in mind contact with you, young 
.” Ayrsayle says. “As long as you can 

han open window or an outside door, Iean 
e contact and come to your rescue if neces- 

fou and Rynath start off across the burning 
, being careful to stay low behind the 
of the windswept dunes. As you near the 

, the desert ive way to irrigated 
(Acapella si tey 
ssing that the owner will soon be taking it 
to the city, decide to hide in it. 
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Your guess soon proves to be correct as 
feel the wagon begin to roll slowly toward th 
city. Once inside the city, you leap out 
cover of another passing wagon and ma 
vonr wey to the formidable building tl 

st be the dungeon. Finding a guard 
asleep outside an entrance, you quietly slip b 
him into the building. 
You and Rynath cautiously make your way 

through the dim passages of the dungeon. 
you pass through an open chamber, you h 
rats scurrying by and bats flapping thei 
wings overhead. 
“[wonder why we haven't seen any more 

guards,” you whisper. “Even if most of the sol 
diers have gone off with the invading art 
the dungeon shouldn't be this 

“T think I just found out w! 
as she peers around the corner of a 

blood run cold. “What is THAT?” you ask 
horror. A seven-foot-long spider scurries bac 
and forth in front of the prisoner's cells. 

“It’s a tarantellal” Rynath exclaims 
bite doesn’t kill, but it causes a painful spasm 
that resembles a frantic dance’ 
Just then you hear someone shout, 

“Intruders have breached the dungeon wal 
Find them and kill them on sight!” 
“Should we get to a window and call for Ay 

sayle?” you ask nervously. “There are a lot 0 
walls between us and the door we entered.” 
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aa sabdie the tarantella now 
le to free Erik,” says. “If we 

come back later, fae are sure " 
waiting for us.” 

1) If you call Ayrsayle and to escay {is Gungeod tammadiabaiye esate 
62. 

2) If you decide to battle the tarantell 
and try to free Erik, turn to page 13. 
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Rynath. “I'm still only an pao 
“That's the first good sense you've shown,” 

the elf agrees. “But how will you stop this 
supernatural eruption?” 
You glance around you. The air is so thick 

with cinders and swirling ashes that your eyes 

lexcitedly. “The spell is actually designed to 
p dragonfire, though, so I'l have to adjust 

the wording.” 
“You'd better hurry?” Rynath cautions. “I 

think Rampillion is up to something” 
Not knowing what might happen if the spell 

doesn't work, you chant: 

“Let ancient fires flow no more 
And magic seal the fiery door!” 

Suddenly you feel the air begin to cool. The 
me of the volcano below slowly turns from 

fiery red, to pink, then to the normal color of 
k, The lava warriors, their magical energy 

source gone, slowly freeze in place, like stone 
lonuments. 

“Begone, Rampillion!” Ayrsayle thunders. 
Your army exists no more. Leave, while you 
still can.” 



“T will leave, dragon!” Rampillion snarls 
“but I will return!” And with a of 
liant red smoke, the Crimson Wizard disa 
pears. 

afraid you will have to face him in 
, Treon; 3. 

Miipor tyr teas sioeld be atl @cies 
royal wizard,” you reply. “For the time be 
at least, the kingdom is safe.” 

THE END 
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“You are the ranking wizard and have by far 
the most experience,” you say to your mot! 
“Tf you think we should wait here and 
forces against Rampillion’s army, we will” 

‘The hours drag on as the citizens of Balshad 
try to repair the outer wall of the castle that 
was destroyed in Fyrewhyp's flaming attack. 
Just as the sun sets, he of lava warriors 

Lote from the forest and advance toward 
city. 
“Come on, Treon,” Daphal shouts as she and 

Rynath climb onto your neck. “It's time to 
earn our keep!” 
You rise into the sky above Balshad, then 

swoop down on the lumbering lava creatures 
and attack them with your dragonfire. Daphal 
casts freeze spells, cooling the weird creatures 
to stone statues, whenever she can summon 
enough energy. 

It soon grows obvious, however, that too 
many invaders are slipping by. They charge 
through the ruined sections of the outer wall 
and begin to overpower the royal troops. Their 
thick lava hides glisten in the fading sunlight 
ast the creatures swing their stone clubs. 

——- the growing darkness, you 
oo ly crash into unseen strands that 
immediately wrap themselves around you. 
You struggle to remain in the air, but your 
efforts seem to entangle you in the ropelike 
strands even more. 
“Rampillion must have hurled an advanced- 

level web spell!” Daphal cries. 

. 



prope pode engi oor a 
supernatural storm. 
As the unnatural wind subsides, you look 

down at your now human body. Laughing at 
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your helplessness, the lava warriors tie you up 
and push you roughly over to Daphal and 
Rynath, who are bound like you. 

‘You watch helplessly as Rampillion’s army 
overruns Balshad. Then the Crimson Wizard 
locks you and your family in the dungeon, 
after casting a dispel magic spell on your 
mother and your sisters, robbing them of their 

ical powers. j 
“T think you've learned your lesson about _ 

casting spells beyond your ability, haven't 
you, young prince?” Rampillion gloats as the 
door clanks shut. | 
As the evil wizard moves off down the corri- 

dor, you hear him speak of his battle plans 
against your brothers and the royal army at 
the Zorian border. 
Suddenly you realize that the lava warriors 

failed to search you. You glance over your — 
shoulder and note with growing hope that 
your shoulder pouch is back again, now that 
you've regained your human form. Quickly 
you glance down at your hand. Madame Ursu- 
la’s dragon ring is back on your finger! 

ard,” you say slowly. “And I'm going to know 
exactly what Iam doing when Teast my next spell!" 

THE END 
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You decide that, no matter how much 
stronger the ring might you, wit! 
Timited knowledge of magic, it wouldn't thelp 
as much as even a few new spells. Yor 

ly wait to examine it as you blurt oe 
“Til Fi buy the bok! 
‘As Madam Ursula steadies your hand to try 

to remove the ring, one of the dragon’s fangs 
pricks your finger, 
im sorry!_ Tabould have been more care- 

full? Madam Ursula says, leaving the ring on 
your finger. “Now I see that one tooth 
Stick out a bit.” 

‘A drop of blood appears in the wound, 
although it doesn’t hurt. 
“We don’t want that to fester!” Madam 

Ursula says as she examines the wound, 
“Come into the back room, and I'll wash and 
bandage it for you.” 

‘You glance questioningly at Rynath, who 
nods her approval. As you follow the old 
woman, you notice several clerics in long gray 
robes with hoods over their heads enter the 
bookery. 
In the back room, you see even more fasci- 

nating items than in the shop. Drawings and 
sculptures of dragons are everywhere. On one 
table, you see beakers and vials that look like 
the equipment your sister Daphal uses when 

your finger and notice an inscription under 
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the dragon's wing. “AY¥RS-A-YL-E)” you 
spell out silently. 
‘You sit down in a wooden rocking chair and 

ask, “What does ‘ e' mean?” 

Madam Ursula asks nervously, a look of fear 
in her eyes. 
You hold up your left hand. “The name is on 

the, ring” you say, puzzled at her reaction 
“Oh, that!” Madam Ui 

before replying. “That's how my name is 
spelled back in my home country.” 
“Where are you from?” you ask. Now that 

you think of it, her accent doesn’t sound like 
in Grendopolan. 

MSriginelly T came fom Sherinad,” the old 
woman answers. 
dragons came from!” you exclaim. “And 
Sherinad was di hundreds of years 
ago. You couldn't be that old!” 
*'Young lord, you must never question a lady 

about her age,” the woman scolds, “even if I 
am only a humble bookery owner’ 
Something about the way Madam Ursula 

acts reminds you of a dragon more than a book 
shop owner. She moves with a quiet, powerful 
grace that seems to hypnotize you, the way 

agons can do. 
You shake your head and decide to change 

the subject. “‘Ayrsayle’ doesn’t sound like it’s 
from any human language,” you say. “It 
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pera raae cea see einn e Deven e 
dragon language. Do you understand the 

dragon tongue?” 
“My, my, but you are curious, young man;” 

lam Ursula says. The old woman shakes 
her heed and clucks her tongue. She washes 
your: Geo that smells like 

t's "e that?” you ask as she takes a bottle 
from a table of beakers eee over candle 
flames and carefully ui 
“Just a medicinal brew to Telp heal your 

wound,” Madam Ursula answers. “It may 
sting a little” 

‘You begin to feel oddly uneasy about the old 
woman, What if the ‘medicinal brew’ is part of 
some magical spell iadam Ursula is 
about to cast? What ison? Maybe you 
should get up and get out of here as quickly as 
possible, 

1) Ifyou decide to leave the back room of 
the shop at once and rejoin Rynath, 
turn to page 72. 

2) If, instead, prep aed aside your fears and 
trust Madam Ursula to put the healing 
liquid on your finger, turn to page 83. 
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You remember Rynath’s advice in the book- 
ery about using knowledge wisely. It was yo 

that caused ‘hyp to appe 
Daphal is the closest source of magical 
dom to help correct your mistake. 

your sister. A short burst of crackling yell 
energy lights up the mountain slope in the di 
tance, 

“Daphal must have managed to conjure uj 
spell in spite of everything,” you say excit 
You realize how powerful your sister truly is, 
even in her Seo state. 7 

wooping low, you see sa round ava warriors. ei ti 
ings 

at Daphal’s head. She ducks under the fierce 
Lit oe fps as she does, a fourth soldier trips her 
witl 
Rill her!” y yells yet another of the glowing. 

lava creatures. “She's caused too much trou- 
ble, and Rampillion wouldn't get any informa- 
tion out of her anyway.” 
“She's used too much of her magical 

strength to free herself, Treon,” Rynath 
now!” 

in front of you. Four lava warriors disappear 
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in a wall of flame, and the other two lumber- 
ing creatures stumble off awkwardly in panic. 

japhal turns toward you, obviously weak, 
and her trembling hands, preparing to 
hurl a spell at you. 
“Save your magic for our enemies, Daphall!” 

‘Fe shout as you glide to a landing. “It looks 
ike I'm finally going to get to help ‘you out for 
eee you add to your startled sister. 

dragon?" 
“Your brother Treon conjured him forth,” 

your tutor answers. ie was the only way he 
1d get helj 

mule lg Bushs hal repeats blankly. 
“Fyrewhyp is . the other dragon,” 

Rynath tries to a “realizing she isn't 
making much sense. 
“There's ANOTHER dragon loose?" your 

sister gasps, “Just what have you been doing? 
And where is Treon, anyway?” 
“Iam Treon? you gulp. Daphal retreats a 

few steps, then stares blankly at you. 
“We don’t have any time to expiain;” you go 

on. “Use your mind scan, Daphal. You'll know 
Tam telling the truth.” 
Daphal stares into your eyes intently and 

rubs her temples. Finally she appears to be 
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satisfied and approaches to within a few feet 
of your lowered snout. 

‘How were you captured, Daphal?” you ask. 
“I was leading a scouting party to find out 

where the lava warriors are coming from.” 
Daphal rubs the angry-looking burns that the 
rope left on her arms. Rynath bandages your 
sister's wounds while Daphal continues. 
“A patrol of lava wai ambushed my 
up as we were returning from Enam. We 

lidn't discover how illion is creating 
those monsters, but we did discover some- 
thing almost as important. 
“The attack from Zor is merely a diversion, 

meant to divide the royal army's strength,’ 
Daphal explains. “The main force of the 
attack will come from the army of lava war- 
riors Rampillion has created magically within 
the bowels of Enam.” 
Yo uel hascorh Bh anerily with your talons. 

you 
Go phere, Traon?™ Daphal asks, halting 

you with an upraised ep “T sense that too 
much haste was the cause of all these dragons 
appearing in the first place.” 
“But—but Fyrewhyp is attacking Balshad 

at this very minute!” Rynath 
And Rampillion is loading his lava war- 

iors in a full-scale assault on the city through 
a hidden crevice between Enam and neighbor- 
ing Mount Hood, just outside the very gates of 
the city itself,” Daphal replies. “We must stop 
them before they reach Balshad!” 
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As one, Ryneth and your sister turn to face 
you. “Treon, the tide of battle must lie with 
you,” Daphal says slowly. “Your newly 
acquired strength and your apparent com- 
mand of this ancient sorcery are our only 
hopes. But where shall we attack?” 

1) Ifyou decide to attack Fyrewhyp first, 
so that a united Balshad can face Ram: 
pillion’s invading lava army, turn to 
page 41. 

2) If you decide to ambush the lava war- 
riors before they reach the city, turn to 
Page 91. 
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qo enet it yoons crmsy tok leave Ayrsayle, 
our to capture Rai 

pilflon? you decide. “He must be tired from 
overusing his magical powers. I doubt if he 
can stay invisible for long” 
With a gigantic ash of dragonfire, Ayrsayle 

sends the lava warriors | for cover, 
clearing a safe landing space. She lets you off 
‘on the volcano’s slope near the place where 
you last saw Rampillion, then circles above 
you to keep watch. 
Rynath uses her infravision to spot faint 

footprints, which lead up the slope toward the 
rim of the crater. You follow the trail, keeping 
watch for any returning lava warriors. As you 
near the lip of the volcano, Rampillion flashes 
into view above you. His invisibility spell 
‘must have worn off! 
Suddenly a group of la 

below you, cutting off 
Your heart sinks to the Bit of of your stomach, 
but you form a ate p 
“Rynath,” you wl to abe elf. “Stall him 

as long as you can. I’ve got an idea!” 
“You forget, evil wizard, that Treon still has 

the manual of sorcery. Destroy us and you also 
destroy the ook!” Ry ‘Rynath calls out. 

thought of regaining this powerful weapon. 
Mpstwiliersel begs collar the 
a ‘spel transport spell. 
“Young prince, I will spare your life in 

exchange for that book,” Rampillion offers. 
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“Ayrsayle can't help you now. Her dragonfire 
would destroy you as well as us, standing 
pakenraeen lil A trade is your only hope of 
survival!” 

‘You start to walk toward Rampillion, the 
book in your hands. As you near the rim of the 
crater, you suddenly dart toward it, as h 
to hurl the sorcery manual into its fiery pit. 
‘The magic portal mustn't fail you now! 

‘The Crimson Wizard lu ‘to stop you and 
catches you on the edge of the crater. You grab 
= and struggle, ere on the beth oe 

ith your last ounce ae you im 
over the rim. As both of you fall toward what 
appears to be certain death, you chant the last 
line of the transport spell that will allow you 
to travel through the magic portal a few pre- 
cious seconds into the past. 

‘You blink back through the central portal 
just in time for Ayrsayle to swoop down and 
catch you. In her other front claw is Rynath. 
Lacking your royal wizard’s blood, Rampil- 

lion simply continues to fall into the fiery 
depths below. With his death, his power over 
the magic he has created dies, too. The molten 
lava and the weird lava creatures it spawned 
turn once more to stone. 

ave to you se You sppresci ocr eatiae wave to you as 
greets you outside the castle walls and thanks 
Ayrsayle for her help. 
“Bat what aslo Lo manual of sor- 

cery?” your mother asks. 
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“It fell into Enam in the struggle. I'm afraid 
it's gone forever.” 
“Perhaps that is for the best, Treon. If it 

were ever again to fall into the hands of some- 
one like the Crimson Wizard, it could cause 
irreparable harm. And now,” she goes on, tak- 
ing your hand, “it is time for a fitting celebra- 
tion fora certain apprentice wizard who saved 

als! 

THE END 
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“Help me to change back into a human,” you 
urge your mother. “I—I've been a dragon long poh 
“Where is the manual of sorcery?” the 

queen asks, “We haven't a moment to lose.” 
Daphal and a standing nearby, look at 
you rete 

“It’s . ” You to think. You 
remember g bolts of fire outside the dodging Rising Phoenix in Trigedium as you tried to 
reverse Fyrewhyp’s spell. After that, you 
transported yourself to Balshad. “T stuffed the book into my shoulder pouch 
for safekeeping!” you roar, frightening several 
villagers who have crept up to see you closer. 
Smoke belches from your nose in your excite- 
ment. “It’s right here. . 
You arch your long, graceful neck toward 

your back. Suddenly you realize you have no 
shoulder, much less a shoulder pouch. You 
turn to your mother, panicstricken. 

““Treon, do you remember the exact spell 
that summoned Fyrewhyp and the counter- 
spells you used afterward?” the queen asks. 

1 think so, but Tm not positives” you 
arulp, “So much has happened today. 
“You've got to try to be exact,” ll Nios 

says firmly. “If you don't, you'll live out the 
rest of your life in the form of a dragon.” 
‘You repeat the spells word by. word and 

phrase by phrase. You have to be careful not to 
say them in the exact order of the complete 
spell, remembering your unfortunate experi- 
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ence earlier. As you recall the words, your 
mother writes them down in a tablet, then 
spends a few minutes studying them. Finally 
she raises her head and has you repeat the 
incantation: 

“ ‘Despite the errors of my tongue, 
Inow have beaten Fyrewhyp. 
Remove the flames within my lungs. 
My body send on homeward trip’ ” 

You grow dizzy as you whirl through icy 
blackness. Needles of electricity run up and 
down your ring finger. Finally the blac 
clears to light, and you find yourself flat on 
your human back, staring up at your mother, 
‘sister, and Rynath. 
“Welcome back, my son,” your mother says 

with a smile, Then she leans down and kisses 
you on the cheek. “Are you all right?” 
“T-T think so, except for this pain in my 

back,” you groan. 
““You're lying on top of your shoulder pouch,” 

Daphal points out. 
“My sorcerer's book!” you cry joyfully, jump- 

ing to your feet. 
‘Your mother’s eyes stern, and 

remember all the trouble you have cai 
“This has all been my fault, nnn you 

say slowly. “If |hadn’t tampered with Madam 
Ursula’s manual of sorcery, Fyrewhyp would 
have stayed jt just a page in a book. I’m 
ashamed to call myself an apprentice wizard” 
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“We all make mistakes when we try to learn 
any new skill. If you understand this and 
always try to correct them, as you did in that 
terrible battle in the sky, you may yet learn to 
be a great wizard,” the queen says softly. 
“Even with help from you and Daphal, 

Fyrewhyp still almost won,” you groan. “i 
guess Rynath is right. Imust use my brain to 

ight, not merely weapons: 
‘Rynath is a wise teacher,” Niade replies as 

your tutor blushes. 
“Now we must repair the castle walls to be 

ready for Rampillion and his lava warriors 
Daphal reminds everyone. “At least we will 
be rested for our magical powers to be 
at full strength. Still, we could use any help 
we can get.” She looks pointedly at the man- 
ual you festa in'your bane 

jow that you and Mother are here to teach 
me, perhaps I can learn to use this book cor- 
rectly,” you say. “And when the Crimson Wiz- 
ard arrive, we can have some nasty 
surprises ready for him!” 

THE END 
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“Ayrsayle is our best weapon,” you say to 
Calford, “But I think I ean help you with my 
sorcery book while she flies to 
‘You eee just 

‘a speck on the horizon. 

ford oan et some help rij 
his outnumber Idiers will 

lookout shouts 
Salford ries, “Mount 

steeds, brave knights Rynath, you and 
take cover in that cave in the cliff?” 

1) Ifyou are reluctant to come to Calford’s 
aid with a spell for fear of causing more 
trouble, turn to page 121 

2) Ifyou are willing torisk using the man- 
ual of sorcery to formulate a spell, 
choose page 35. 
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“Fyrewhyp will reach Balshad long before 
we can hope to get there,” you reason. “But if 
we free Daphal, her magic plus the power of 
my dragon ring might turn the tide of battle in 
our favor.” 

‘The weird lava warriors disappear around a 
bend in the mountain path as your mind races. 
“We've got to think of something soon," you 
say anxiously. 

“Well, we certainly can’t just march right 
straight up to them,” Rynath says, looking 
worried. “One elf and one unarmed human 
would be no match for six of those strange petsaiea 
“""Let's follow them. Maybe we'll be able to 
think of something along the way,” you sug- 
gest. 
The elfs skill at remaining fp is 

valuable in trailing Daphal’s seen 
lumbering rock creatures drag the 
Dephal are Sloer to the crater of 
‘nam. a while, Fyeemhyes Re 

flashes brightly in the sky Sf 
“Rynath is right. We certainly can't over- 

power the monsters. We've got to outsmart 
them,” you think. 
“If ancient sorcery got,us into this mess, it 

can get us out of it, too,” you announce deci- 
sively, looking down at the dragon ring. 

“‘Are you sure, my prince?” Your tutor looks 
doubtful. “The iast time you attempted such 
magic, you released Fyrewhyp. Who knows 
what might happen this time’ 
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“Would you prefer to try to hold off all six 
lava warriors yourself while I help Daphal 
escay 
Rynath heaves a sigh and shakes her head. 

‘The discussion has ended, and it is clear what 
you must do. 

Please turn to page 31. 
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“Let's fy to the secret crevice!’ you decide, 
“Balshad has already recei dam- 
age at the hands cobra If we head off 
the lava warriors before they can attack, we 
can save the city from further destruction.” 
“But will even Treon’s great strength be 

to stop a whole army of lava war- 
Rynath asks, buckling on her battle 

armor, 
= use Rents fnaioac oe re 

way we defeated Fyrew! Daph hal replies. 
“Treon, you know more about the dragons of 

Grendopolan than any of us do. What is the 
most terrible dragon in all history, a monster 
even the Crimson Wizard might fear?” 7 
Daphal asks. 
You think eee reply, “That 

would have to be Lightningfang. Leger 
that instoed of breathing normal draguntires 
he shot fearsome bolts of crackling raw 
energy. Fortunately he was a lawful dragon, 
or nobody would be around to remember him.” 
“Then you will pretend to be 

Lightningfang,” Daphal tells you. 
“There are only two problems with that, 

Daphal,” you protest. “He was silver, while 
I'm gold. And then there's the little matter 

“Where is Lira?” you ask, alarmed. “I 
haven't seen her. Is—is she all right?” 
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“Yes, cepa yur mother reassures y 
Sata tecaios extonsted helping me hold off 
Frew. Tsent her to rest.” 

is summoned, and soon your two sisters 
a in discussion. Unlike Daphal, Lira 

1 brown robes of a cleric. Several sol- 
diers arrive and begin to strap saddles onto 
your neck. You watch Lira anxiously as she 
nods ‘at Daphal’s plan and leaves. 

‘Then Daphal and Rynath climb onto your 
neck. “Fly to Mount Ena, Treon,” your sor- 
cerer sister instructs y 
“Do you think Rempillion will still attack 

Balshad?” Rynath asks. “Maybe he saw what 
hay to , and it scared him off.” 

Japhal laughs in disbelief. “Not with the 
northern walls of the castle open to invasion!” 

‘The cool air rushing by your face refreshes 
you, but you don't refind ‘your sister's words very 
comforting. Then suddenly the air turns 
darker, and you feel tiny cinders pricki your 
ae as eae over Enam. “Look! 
rij laphal shouts, pointing. 
ee of rocklike lava warriors are emerg- 

ing from the hidden crevice. More of the 
strange creatures gather into ranks and 
receive orders from a tall human dressed in 
bright red robes. 

banking on the ther- 

You feel heavy boots grind into your neck, 
and an oak staff smacks your ear. Yelping in 
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pain, you level off, still hidden from below by 
the sooty clouds. 
“Patience, Treon!” your sister snaps. “We 

have webs of trickery to weave before we face 
the Crimson Wizard” Pepeose 

“You'd better weave them fast, ii 
reply testily, your ears ese tite, 
of the heavy magical staff. “ paclnee crea- 
tures are already marching toward Balshad, 
and more are pouring out of the volcano every 
minute!” 
“They're marching through the valley 

between the mountains,” Rynath reports as 
she peers through the clouds. 
“dood!” Daphal soys, to your surprise, “If 

that's the route they're taking, then my plan 
should work. Fly to the limestone quarry 
south of Balshad, Treon. Hurry!” 
You arrive at the quarry, and immediately 

Daphal begins showing Rynath how to smear 
your hide with a sticky pine sap she has 
brought along. Then Daphal instructs you to 
roll around in the bottom of the limestone 
quarry until your golden scales have turned 
silvery white. 
“Now you LOOK like Lightningfang, at 

least,’ Daphal says finally, nodding her 
approval. 
As you fly back to the volcano, you wonder 

whether the ruse will work. When the volcano 
looms into sight, you see Rampillion’s lava sol- 
diers, now hundreds strong, marching toward 
Balshad. 
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“Now, Daphal?” you ask. 
“No,” your sister replies calmly. “Wait until 

they cross that large hill where the dwarves 
began digging a mine. Then we'll put our plan 
into action!” 
In a grove of trees near the mine, you see 

Lira and her clerics performing some kind of 
ceremony. Overhead, you hear thunder rum- 
ble through the sky, which was clear only 
moments earlier. 
“Excellent, Lira!” Daphal says, smiling, 

and you begin to understand her plan. 
Just as the army of lava creatures covers the 

iron-filled slope, a lightning bolt flashes 
across the sky, striking within their midst 
with terrifying force. Two more jagged streaks 
of lightning soon follow. The lava warriors 
jump and how! in terror and confusion. 

“Lin set the for our dramatic 
entrance. Now, Treon!” Baphal yells 

In the gathering twilight, you swoop from 
| the clouds in the twilight and dive straight for 
the Crimson Wizard. The force of air from 

your flapping wings knocks him to the ground 
le 

not leave our world forever, I will have 
willion raises his staff and begins to 

chant a spell. Before he can finish, you see 
"Lira below, working a minor illusion spell. 

aS aad 
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Her spell makes you appear to be shooting 
lightning, not flames, from your mouth. 

e wizard looks shaken and pauses in mid- 
spell, his power wavering. At this instant, 
Lira and her clerics: eee ‘an answer to their 
ravers. A bolt of real lightning streaks down 

m the now turbulent skies, charring the 
magical staff in Rampillion’s hands. 

‘The lava warriors freeze in their tracks. You 
see that the hillside is now littered with rock 
statues of the strange monsters. 

“T swear never to set foot in this wretched 
land again!” Rampillion shrieks, clutching 
his burned hands. And in a flash of red smoke, 
the Crimson Wizard disappears. 
“Just in time, too!” You breathe a smoky 

sigh of relief. A driving rain begins to fall, 
washi ay the limestone dust that covers 
your 

“Will the Crimson Wizard keep his vow?” 
Rynath grumbles. “‘I don’t trust him for one 
minute!” 
“He has no choice," Daphal says. “A wizard 

who breaks his oath is stricken powerless for- 
ever. We are safe, thanks to Treon!” 
“But it looks like I'll be a dragon from now 

you say sadly spreading your wings and 
soaring through the clouds toward home. 

“T don’t think the people of Balshad will 
» mind one bit says, patting your back. Daphal 
“They will honor you as a hero, Treon!” 

THE END 
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‘And now the Basic Set is even easier to play. Send 
for your FREE color aS 
poster/catalog toda: 

‘Eprsr Hobbies, Inc. 
Box 756, C188EQB 
Lake Geneva, WI 53147 
In the UK: 
TSR Hobbies, (UK) Lia. 
‘The Mill, Rathmore Ra. 
Cambridge, ENGLAND 
Bi 4aD 



From the producers of the 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® Game 
‘1 DUNGEON OF DREAD 
42. MOUNTAIN OF MIRRORS 
‘1 PILLARS OF PENTEGARN 
‘4 RETURN TO BROOKMERE 
#5 REVOLT OF THE DWARVES 
46 REVENGE OF THE 

RAINBOW DRAGONS: 
#7 HERO OF WASHINGTON SQUARE. 

based on the TOP SECRET® Game 
#8 VILLAINS OF VOLTURNUS 

based on the STAR FRONTIERS™ Game 
9 ROBBERS AND ROBOTS 

based on the TOP SECRET® Game 
‘AO CIRCUS OF FEAR 
‘AL SPELL OF THE WINTER WIZARD 
‘2 LIGHT ON QUESTS MOUNTAIN 

based on the GAMMA WORLD® Game 
113 DRAGON OF DOOM 
114 RAID ON NIGHTMARE CASTLE 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, ENDLESS QUEST, TOP 
SECRET, STAR FRONTIERS, and GAMMA WORLD are 
Urademarkes owned by TSR, Ine 

* 1083 by TSK. Inc. Al Rights Reserved. 
For a free catalog, write: 
"TSR. Ine. 

0. Box 786, Dept. EQB 






